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Abstract 

This master’s thesis aims to investigate the renewable energy sourcing strategy of large 

industrial energy consumers and the ways that it can be improved in order to more 

effectively reduce energy related emissions and more accurately report renewable energy 

usage. The investigation was carried out in four stages. A numerical simulation of a 

recommended portfolio of variable renewable energy sources was designed to determine 

the feasibility of using renewables as a primary energy provider for industrial processes 

throughout the year at an hourly resolution. This was done to better understand the 

technical compatibility between the renewable supply and industrial demand. Qualitative 

discussions and technical research were then used to identify how an industrial load can 

be altered or behave to better accommodate renewables. Furthermore, corporate 

sourcing instruments like power purchase agreements and guarantee of origin certificates 

were examined to form a recommendation for how they could support the expansion of 

renewables in the energy system and transparently report renewable energy use in a way 

that can be credibly verified. Finally, the role of energy storage was discussed, 

highlighting its role in allowing industrial energy users to actively participate in an energy 

system that is increasingly being dominated renewables and proactively maximise the 

utilisation of renewables and reduce emissions.  
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Executive Summary  
 

The feasibility of providing 100% of the annual energy needs of a constant 170 MW industrial 

load on an hourly basis using a portfolio of VRE and ESS was evaluated through simulation. 

Metrics for four different aspects were generated; security of supply, portfolio optimisation, 

energy deficit occurrence reduction and scenario comparisons. It was shown that on an annual, 

a combination of solar and wind could reliably provide the sufficient amount of energy. Hourly 

coverage of the load was more challenging due to energy input variation, with only 73% of all 

hours fully covered. The composition and balance of the renewable energy portfolio was 

optimised to include off-shore wind, solar, hydropower and energy storage in order to reduce 

energy deficit occurrences. After optimisation, 94.62% of the hours of the annual period were 

fully covered by the realistically achievable installed capacity. 99.42% of the energy quantity 

needs were satisfied. It was demonstrated that energy storage was the most effective time-based 

energy deficit reduction technology. The optimal installed capacity in this case consisted of 

270 MW off shore wind, 120 MW solar, 110 MW hydropower and 80 MW/300 MWh energy 

storage. Technological diversity and the addition of flexibility were the key enablers of 

stabilising overall power output and a high degree of variable renewable energy (VRE) 

coverage of the load.  

 

The ways in which the load could be improved to take better advantage of the VRE portfolio 

were discussed. Energy effectivization, more advanced monitoring, improved VRE 

compatibility in the design of processes and load-connected energy storage were suggested in 

combination with each other. Corporate renewable energy sourcing products like PPAs and 

GO certificates were then discussed in their existing form and how they could be improved to 

provide a more credible and accurate renewable energy use reporting. This can be achieved by 

shifting from annual total accounting to incorporating hourly time resolution and real-time 24/7 

load matching with the energy source output into PPAs by using more advanced information 

sharing. It was also suggested that GO certificates provide higher resolution attributes like time 

stamping and emission abatement value. Finally, load-connected energy storage was evaluated 

as a promising way to enable an industrial facility to take on participatory role in the energy 

system by providing system services like artificial flexibility to support the primary use of 

variable renewable energy and reducing exposure to high emission hours on the grid.  
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Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning  

 
Industriella energiförbrukare står inför en stor utmaning med att ökad användning av 

förnyelsebar energi och därmed minska indirekta utsläpp relaterade till energiförbrukning. 

Efterfrågan på elektricitet inom industrin förväntas öka avsevärt inom EU under de kommande 

decennierna. Majoriteten av den nya tillförda installerad effekten ska komma från icke-

planerbara förnyelsebara energikällor. Därför är det av intresse att undersöka hur dessa kan 

användas av industrin som den primära energikällan för att tillgodose den växande 

energiefterfrågan. Det finns annars en risk att förnyelsebara energikällor som sol- och vindkraft 

används på ett symboliskt sätt som istället innebär fortsatt beroende av planerbara men 

ohållbara fossila energikällor och en suboptimal utsläppsminskning. Det är även viktigt att 

undersöka hur rapporteringen och bevakningen av förnyelsebar energianvändning i realtid kan 

öka trovärdigheten och transparensen hos företag som vill publicera sina utsläppsresultat.  

 

Detta examensarbete har gjorts vid Uppsala Universitet, i samarbete med Northvolt AB som 

ägnar sig åt att tillverka litium batterier till framförallt transport sektorn med ett så lågt 

klimatavtryck som möjligt. Arbetet bygger på en utförd simulering för att undersöka hur 

mycket förnyelsebar installerad effekt skulle behövas för att tillgodose 100% av 

energiförbrukningen vid en batterifabrik som konsumerar ungefär 1.5TWh per år, på timbasis. 

Vidare utvärderades leveranssäkerheten, minskningen av tillfällen med energiunderskott 

genom optimering och hur energilagring kopplad till lasten skulle kunna öka 

energitillgängligheten. Resultaten påvisade att en ökad mångfald av energitekniker och 

flexibilitet. Aggregeringsprincipen bidrog till stabiliseringen av den varierande elproduktionen 

vilket gav en samlad uteffekt som passade bättre med den industriella lastens förbrukning. 

Enligt simuleringsresultaten kunde 99.42% av energibehoven under hela året förses med en 

portfölj av vindkraft, solkraft, vattenkraft och energilagring.  

 

För att kunna maximera tillvaratagandet av den tillgängliga förnyelsebara energin är det minst 

lika viktigt som införskaffandet förutsatt att 100% av energibehoven ska förses på detta sätt. 

Därför undersöktes möjligheten för den industriella lasten att anpassas till förnyelsebar 

energiförbrukning. Energieffektivisering, mer avancerad energimätning, lokal energilagring, 

uppkoppling och anpassad process design har lyfts fram som effektiva åtgärder. Därefter 

utvärderas användningen av energilagring som ett sätt för en industriell anläggning att delta 
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aktivt i energisystemet för att stötta utbyggnad av förnyelsebar installerad kapacitet. Detta 

främst genom att kunna erbjuda systemtjänster som artificiell lastflexibilitet och effekttopp 

kapning av lasten under högutsläppstimmar på nätet.  

 

Slutligen fördes en diskussion baserat på en litteraturstudie, om hur överenskommelserna 

(PPA) mellan industriella energianvändare och producenter och GO grön el-certifikat kan 

uppdateras från sin nuvarande form och förbättras. Syftet med diskussionen var att fastställa 

hur rapporteringen av förnyelsebar energianvändning kan göras mer transparent genom 

mätdata-delning och synkronisering av energiförbrukning med produktion i realtid vilket 

kräver nära samarbeten. Gröna elcertifikat skulle skapa mer effektiva marknadsprissignaler för 

satsningar på utsläppsminskningar genom att inkludera flera attribut som exakt tid av 

produktion, teknik och hur mycket utsläpp som undveks. Slutsatserna i denna rapport ämnar 

ge en översikt av vad som kan göras för att förnyelsebar energi ska kunna användas som en 

primär energikälla inom industri. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A new generation of heavy industry is establishing itself in Sweden and other EU countries 

with sustainability as a core focus. The manufacturing of Li-ion batteries by companies like 

Northvolt [1] and low emission steel products from the Hybrit initiative [2] for the electrified 

transport sector are two of the foremost examples. Decarbonisation of industrial processes in 

this case heavily depends on greatly reducing the emissions related to their direct energy usage. 

The significant increase in demand for energy that this entails inherently necessitates the 

expansion of renewable energy capacity [3]. To ascertain how much installed renewable 

capacity is required in proportion to the projected industrial energy consumption will be the 

first stage of this thesis, utilising numerical simulation. A simulation of a suggested portfolio 

of renewable energy sources with hourly time resolution over the course of a year is necessary 

for two reasons. It is not only important to determine the total annual amount of energy required 

but also to observe how these variable renewable energy sources behave throughout the year, 

hour by hour. By more closely analysing this aspect, it can be more accurately understood how 

a constant industrial load can better utilise these energy sources in real time. Furthermore, such 

a simulation examines the feasibility of providing the primary share of industrial energy needs 

from renewable sources in contrast to a complimentary or symbolic use of renewables. Using 

these results, the opportunities and challenges that come with reaching 100% renewable energy 

sourcing from a technical perspective can be highlighted in order to present a pathway to 

achieving this goal.  

 

Based on the findings of this first quantitative section regarding installed renewable capacity, 

three sections will be dedicated to a qualitative discussion which will serve to provide an 

extensive overview of industrial renewable energy sourcing. Although a broad topic with many 

factors, focus will be placed on the industrial electrical load itself, corporate energy sourcing 

instruments and finally the role of energy storage. All three aspects will be viewed through the 

lens of maximisation the utilisation and expansion of renewable energy within industry. The 

goal of creating such an overview is to better understand how the relationship between energy 

producers and large scale consumers can evolve and adapt to a rapidly changing energy system 

that is to be increasingly dominated by renewables. Furthermore, this thesis will argue for the 

necessity of the large industrial energy consumer to have a more active and participatory role 
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in the energy system if a higher degree of renewable energy sourcing is to be achieved. In this 

regard, energy storage is a key enabler of such an approach.  

 

1.1  Scope and Boundaries  

The scope of this thesis will be marked by certain system boundaries. Manufacturing processes 

using electricity exclusively as their energy carrier are the intended focus of this thesis, when 

reference to industrial energy consumers is made. Moreover, the majority of real world 

examples and the frame of reference for discussion will be based on policies and the energy 

situation of Sweden and the EU at large. When discussing possible options for establishing a 

renewable energy capacity portfolio to meet industrial needs, on-site capacity such as rooftop 

solar will be negated due to the negligible contribution at such large scale. The scope of this 

thesis is also formed by the following question statements that are going to be attempted to be 

answered. Firstly, to what extent is it feasible to cover annual industrial energy demand on an 

hourly basis with a renewable energy portfolio? How can the electrical load itself be adapted 

to become more compatible with renewable energy sources? What can be done by energy 

system participants to make renewable energy sourcing more transparent and verifiable? 

Finally, what role does energy storage have in maximising renewable energy use? 
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2. Background 

 
2.1 Renewable Capacity 

Historically, large energy intensive industries have been built up in tandem with the massive 

increase in energy generation capacity needed to meet the increased long-term demand. Heavy 

industry can rarely increase in size significantly without the increase in generation capacity. 

The establishment of steel and pulp mills in Sweden during the early 20th century for example 

necessitated the large-scale construction of hydropower throughout the nations river system, 

largely in the north of the country. The largest power stations were built primarily in close 

proximity to planned industrial sites, creating transmission connections that would come to 

form the basis for a larger regional grid that would come to electrify the rest of society later on 

[4]. Hydropower provided more than 95% of electric energy in Sweden up until 1965 with 

industry consuming 90% up until the post-war years [5]. Thereafter, the industrial share was 

reduced to two thirds as society became more electrified [6]. Between 1940-1970, electric 

energy production and installed capacity increased 6-fold, mainly driven by industrial 

expansion. Since 1970, industrial energy consumption has remained relatively stagnant at 40-

55TWh despite doubling industrial output, thanks to major energy effectivization efforts [7]. 

Hydropower has also had a relatively constant output in the last 50 years, approximately equal 

to total industrial energy consumption. Installed hydropower capacity has not been able to 

increase due to political and environmental reasons and rests at the current size of 16.2GW [8]. 

On the other hand, all other sectors of society, albeit mainly residential and services, have 

tripled their consumption during the same period from 25TWh/year to 75TWh/year [9]. This 

“second wave” of demand increase was met by mainly by nuclear power and in the last decade 

wind power has begun to provide an increasing share of annual electricity production, up to 

17% as of 2020 [10].  

 

According to various forecasts made by industry organisations and government agencies, after 

an extended plateau period in the last 30 years, total energy consumption in countries like 

Sweden is now set to potentially double, introducing a “third wave” of energy demand increase. 

The main drivers are within the industrial and transport sectors as mass electrification takes 

place within most notably steel and cement, as well as the establishment of completely new 

industries like battery manufacturing and the introduction of mass-produced electric vehicles. 

This electricity demand trend is generally descriptive of most forecasts for other European 
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countries too but with variation within subsectors of their overall economies. Electricity 

demand at EU level is projected to increase 40% by 2050 [11]. How this next dramatic long-

term energy demand increase will be met by developments in emission-free installed capacity 

is case specific and varies based on each country’s preconditions. Many European countries 

are placing a great deal of confidence in solar and wind energy such as Germany [12] whereas 

Poland is betting on nuclear power [13]. Technological development and long-term investment 

from the public and private sector are necessary in order to overcome the supply-side 

challenges that the future energy system faces.  

 

As showcased by the electrification of industry and society in Sweden over the course of two 

distinct 20–30-year periods, new industries often accompanies an expansion of the energy 

system. The focus of this master’s thesis will be centred on the case where solar and wind 

power are utilised to meet increasing industrial energy demand. It can also be observed that 

doubling or tripling the energy supply over the course of three decades is something that has 

been done before in Sweden and most European countries, as will be the case yet again up until 

2050. Forecasted increased electricity consumption will have to be met by more installed 

capacity than before due to the lower capacity factor of variable renewable energy (VRE) at 

mainly 10-30%, potentially upwards of 50% for offshore wind [14]. If the doubling of 

Sweden’s energy consumption is to be met by renewables then the current 10 GW of installed 

wind power capacity must increase fivefold [15]. In absolute terms, meeting future energy 

demand with predominantly VRE in 2050 and beyond, in accordance with the Paris Agreement, 

will require the largest build out of installed generation capacity in history, both in countries 

like Sweden but also globally. Providing the next generation of installed capacity is 

characterised by the need to integrate carbon neutrality and sustainability into every aspect of 

its design. Additionally, the nature of the inflexibility of the renewable power capacity that is 

projected to have an ever-greater role in the energy mix of advanced economies is what 

distinguishes this energy transition from those of the past. This will require a more active  

participatory role from the large energy consumers like industrial facilities.  

 

Hydropower is in practical terms considered fully developed with limited potential for growth 

in countries where it has long been successively exploited. Increasing the capacity of 

hydropower systems is also made difficult by the outcome of the EU court case C-461/13 Bund 

vs Germany (commonly referred to as the “Weser case”) which forbids projects that can reduce 

the quality of bodies of water as defined by the EU water directive [16]. These factors 
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drastically limit the potential for growth in hydropower capacity, mainly based on the 

environmental impact on local ecosystems caused by flooding. Since the energy needs of new 

industrial facilities need to be met by in large part by additional VRE resources, hydropower 

will only be considered in a power regulation role. Northvolt has access to sufficient 

hydropower to provide all its electrical power needs for its flagship battery manufacturing 

facility “Northvolt Ett” in Skellefteå, Sweden. This is a unique situation in which a plentiful 

and regulatable renewable energy supply is placed in a region where there also is an energy 

surplus within the power market region SE1 [17]. In the Skellefteå river alone there is an 

installed hydropower capacity of 1.068 GW with a 4.2TWh annual electricity production [18]. 

Apart from in a country like Norway that uses almost exclusively hydropower, it is unlikely 

that such an advantageous scenario can be replicated and will be treated as an exception. 

Additionally, as industrial demand for electricity vastly increases in the coming decades in 

place like northern Sweden, driven mainly by electrification of the steel industry, wind and 

solar will most likely dominate the available added capacity. The focus on wind and solar 

power form the basis for the methodology used in this thesis when considering the supply side 

of the energy system. 

 

Most European countries are investing heavily in decarbonising their energy sector and in terms 

of installed renewable capacity in an effort to meet the objectives of Directive (EU) 2018/2001. 

Commonly referred to as the renewable energy directive II (RED II), it is a binding objective 

for the European Union as a whole “to achieve a share of at least 32 % of energy from 

renewable sources in the Union's gross final consumption of energy by 2030” [20]. In terms of 

installed renewable capacity within the EU, the total amount is rapidly increasing, making 

recent statistics quickly outdated. As of 2020 there was 609GW of renewable capacity on the 

European continent [21], albeit dominated by hydropower. By February 2021, 220GW of wind 

power had been installed [22] as well as 150GW of solar power [23]. Forecasts suggest wind 

power in Europe is to increase its capacity to 690GW by 2050 [24] and solar to reach 590GW 

by 2030 [25], thanks to continuously decreasing installation costs and pressure to decarbonise 

the energy system in accordance with EU climate goals.  
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2.2 Corporate Sourcing Products  

Up until the most recent decade, electricity has by and large been provided to industry through 

contracts with often state-owned, monopolised and vertically integrated power utilities. 

Historically there has been no need to source power from any specific technology with the 

main requirements being sufficient power delivery and low cost. Therefore, energy origin 

information reporting and monitoring has not been included in contracts between energy 

suppliers and consumers in the past. This kind of information sharing infrastructure and a 

common terminology that is agreed upon by all market participants can take quite a long time 

to be formulated and established. On top of which, the methodology for establishing the origin 

and other characteristics of electricity sources consumed on a common grid requires an entirely 

new information infrastructure, which has led to imperfect methods of renewable energy 

accounting being used to attempt to achieve this in the meantime. Limitations in current 

practices have mainly arisen from the essentially symbolic use of renewable energy up until 

this decade due to their relatively small presence in the energy mix.  

 

As sustainability goals within the private sector have become more developed and quantified 

in terms of reaching certain emission levels, corporate demand for renewable energy and its 

verifiable use for emissions accounting has increased in the past decade. Since the energy sector 

became more deregulated in many EU countries, starting in the early 1990s in countries like 

Sweden, this has allowed for arrangements to be made between private renewable energy 

producers and mainly corporate energy consumers. Although in many cases DSOs are the 

owners of energy production facilities and their role as distribution or transmission grid 

operators still makes them responsible for facilitating power transfer between producer and 

consumer. Due to the inability of many utilities to provide exclusive access to sources of 

renewable energy to corporate consumers, the private sector has had to innovate new sourcing 

products to measure renewable energy use. The main method of private renewable energy 

sourcing that has been used within the EU is the use of corporate power purchase agreements 

(CPPA) and Guarantee of Origin (GO) certificates [26].                                  f 

 

Corporate renewable energy sourcing can currently be regarded as a fluid concept that is still 

in the process of being properly defined since it is in relative terms quite a new concept. It has 

only become a common practice amongst companies only in the last 10 years. Essentially it is 

the process of securing exclusive “access” to renewable energy sources, although what the term 

“access” in this context actually entails can vary from case to case. In some cases physical 
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power delivery is involved and in others it is solely based on the acquisition of some form of 

renewable energy credits, referred to as RECs in the US and guarantees of origin (GO) in the 

EU. Companies have a variety of motives and incentives to establish and pursue a renewable 

energy sourcing strategy. There is a great deal of goodwill and ethical conviction from within 

companies to become more sustainable and contribute to combating climate change through 

reducing the environmental impact of their industrial activities. Creating a public image of 

environmental consciousness outwards to advertise this fact is also becoming a more important 

part of staying in tune with consumer preferences as environmental awareness amongst the 

general public improves. The lack of environmental initiatives from private companies can 

even lead to public backlash in certain cases, fuelled by accusations of complacency.  

 

However, more influential driving forces are present which are mainly economical in nature. 

According to a corporate buyer survey, 92% of respondents indicated that economic benefits 

was the main motivator of renewable energy purchases [27]. In many cases the levelized cost 

of electricity (LCOE) from utility scale renewables like wind and solar has reached $26/MWh 

and $28/MWh respectively making them highly competitive with conventional energy sources 

and costs are projected to continue to decrease somewhat further as the technologies mature 

[28]. With hedged-price supply contracts, companies can secure a fixed low cost of energy for 

several years which is becoming more attractive as for example natural gas price volatility 

increases, leading to steep electricity price increases [29]. This arrangement is particularly 

attractive for companies where energy costs constitute a large portion of OPEX, like operating 

server farms or aluminium smelting. Furthermore, with rising carbon ETS prices within the EU 

[30] and potentially more stringent emission regulation being introduced, investing in access 

to renewable energy allows companies to limit their exposure to the risk of possible future 

penalties or taxes related to their emissions. Finally, not only is there pressure on companies 

from consumers to reduce the environmental impact of their products but also from 

shareholders and investors. In order to attract project capital and equity investment, companies 

need to not only offer an attractive return on investment (ROI) but also other criteria that fulfil 

environmental, social and governance (ESG) standards [31]. Even auctions for the 

development of new wind farms and solar parks in the EU are beginning to include multi-

criteria offers with the price being one component amongst others such as low ecological 

project impact [32].  
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With an abundance of powerful incentives to at the very least appear to be sustainable, many 

companies need to display their green credentials to other stakeholders. There is however 

generally a lack of regulation of what renewable energy use claims can be made for marketing 

purposes. Countries like Denmark are only now imposing strict regulations requiring 

environmental claims to be backed by a credible LCA report in order to prevent investors from 

being misled on ESG credentials [33]. Combined with a lack of accounting transparency and 

the complexity of achieving a technically credible renewable energy sourcing strategy, many 

claims can seem dubious or at least misrepresentative. “Greenwashing” as this problematic 

practice has come to be called, can be detrimental to public support for clean energy subsidies 

or justifying paying a premium for products from companies that offer lower emissions related 

to their product. This can also undermine the genuine efforts of those companies that are 

making a very real impact on decarbonising their energy usage. To counteract these negative 

effects, greater transparency and credibility is needed in the way claims are made and how 

metrics are certified, preferably by impartial third-party certifiers or government bodies. 

Companies themselves should not be the judge of their own environmental impact due to the 

conflict of interest and the risk of corruption present. Above all, there is a need to further 

standardise how renewable energy sourcing is defined and measured so that all companies are 

held to the same standard. This is not to say that companies are not making genuine attempts 

to decarbonise. In some cases companies find themselves in jurisdictions where it is not 

practical to access renewables for sourcing purposes due to local energy market regulation or 

simply a lack of renewable energy sources in the same jurisdiction. This highlights the fact that 

the ability of companies to decarbonise is very much at the mercy of the energy system in 

which they find themselves. Thus a further discussion is warranted regarding what companies 

actually can do independently to aid their own and the energy systems decarbonisation. 

 

2.3 Energy Storage   

The concept of an industrial facility having access to its own ESS that can provide a significant 

share of its total energy needs over a few hours is a very recent phenomenon with real cases on 

this scale only having begun to be built in the past year 2021/2022. ESS has a lot of potential 

theoretically but since most commercial projects are still in their early pilot phase, their actual 

technoeconomic performance remains to be proven over a longer period of time in real energy 

market conditions. The levelized cost of storage (LCOS) has previously been too high due to 

lack of commercialised storage technologies and the need to coordinate energy consumption 

with VRE production has not been significant enough in the past. However in the last decade 
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the cost of energy storage has been reduced significantly by commercialisation [34] and the 

emergence of 24/7 matching energy sourcing strategies has created an advantageous 

combination of conditions for ESS use. 

 

Real world examples include a 0.5 MW / 1MWh Li-ion ESS being installed at a recycling plant 

in southern Sweden [35] and even Tesla planning a GWh capacity level ESS at its “gigafactory” 

in Texas, US [36]. Due to the modularity of ESS as well as the broad range of technologies 

available, it has a unique range of scalability to essentially provide any capacity that is required 

by industrial facilities, no matter how large or small. The benefits from ESS can be realised 

already at the first installation at smaller scale and increase quite rapidly with gradually 

increasing capacity according to simulations in this report. This means that the ESS can 

potentially be modularly scaled up over time in stages to its final capacity. This is advantageous 

from a project financing perspective since the initial investment required can be spread out 

over a longer time period while providing revenue streams early on. Modularity also has an 

added benefit of decreasing the level of project risk as the technology can be proven at smaller 

scale which puts less capital at risk. With continued proven performance and thus lower risk, 

more capital can be acquired at potentially lower borrowing costs to complete later stages of 

ESS expansion. 
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3. Methodology 
The question statements of this thesis will be evaluated in two stages. Firstly, in order to 

establish the technical feasibility of using variable renewable energy sources in a primary role 

to sustain a constant industrial power load, a numerical simulation will be designed and 

executed. Different arrangements of energy sources as well proportions will be tested with the 

goal of ultimately finding an optimised energy mix under optimal conditions, assuming the 

facility is located in northern Europe. The quantitative part of this thesis is used to evaluate the 

feasibility of meeting 100% of hourly industrial energy demand with a VRE portfolio from a 

technical standpoint. Secondly, a qualitative discussion will be had based on the other three 

aspects of achieving a successful 100% renewable energy sourcing strategy. These include the 

nature of the load itself, the energy sourcing products available to corporate energy consumers 

and finally the role of energy storage. These three discussions will be based on evaluation of 

academic papers, market research and real world examples where mentioned energy sourcing 

strategies are already being applied.  

 

3.1 Literature study 

For the first section of this thesis there has been a need to simulate power output from a 

theoretical portfolio of renewables using real historical weather data from northern Germany 

since data from real power plants is not publicly available. The three successive qualitative 

discussions are based on industry publications, government websites, corporate press releases, 

academic journals and interviews with industry professionals. Much has been written about 

each separate aspect of renewable energy sourcing, often in public forums. However the unique 

aspect of this thesis is the aggregation of all this information and analysing it from a holistic 

perspective. Renewable energy sourcing strategy is defined within the context of this thesis as 

being constituted of four parts. Firstly, acquiring sufficient installed renewable capacity, then 

adapting the electrical load to collaborate efficiently with said energy sources. Thirdly, the 

corporate instruments used to secure renewable capacity contractually and measure their 

contribution to consumption. Finally, the use of energy storage to allow industrial energy 

consumers to participate in the energy system and support a high degree of renewables on the 

grid. Understanding the interaction between these four sections, the challenges presented by 

each one and how they together can contribute to a more transparent and credible renewable 

energy sourcing strategy is the goal of this thesis. Information gathered will serve the purpose 
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of supporting each discussion and ultimately lead to a recommendation of what industrial 

energy consumers can do to approach 100% renewable energy sourcing.  

 

3.2 Simulated Load Design 

The industrial facility in the renewable capacity simulation was modelled as a simplified 

constant load and treated essentially like a “black box”. The energy consumption was also 

assumed to be entirely electrical. This was partially due to a lack of consumption data from a 

real operational facility since the relevant new industries being described in this thesis such as 

li-ion cell manufacturing and hydrogen-based steelmaking are in the process of being planned 

and are not yet in operation at the time of writing. Moreover, such consumption data is 

generally confidential. More detailed descriptions of the electrical load would be unique on a 

case by case basis due to the complexity of such facilities. For the purpose of this thesis it was 

assumed that the load was constant since continuous operation and maximised output are 

characteristic of the prevailing new industrial activity like those previously mentioned. In 

practical terms for modelling, keeping one side of the supply-demand dynamic constant also 

allowed greater focus on the study of the supply side behaviour. Adding a dynamic demand 

side would have increased complexity and again most likely need to be based on an existing 

facility. An advantage of the keeping the electrical load as non-descript as possible helps to 

make the findings of this thesis more generally applicable to wider range of industrial activities. 

Deviations from the constant load model would merit their own unique analysis.  

 

In reality, industrial loads often do not remain perfectly constant even if the production process 

is running without interruption. On an hourly basis, variations in energy consumption can vary 

based on batch processes that start and stop instead of operating continuously. Certain stages 

in manufacturing processes require energy-intensive heating which causes peaks in demand. In 

the longer term, variations in consumption over the course of weeks or months can occur due 

to outside factors. Battery cell manufacturing for example requires a precise level of humidity 

and temperature control in the facility in order to not contaminate or spoil the anode and 

cathode material with water-content in the air. To ensure the correct levels, dehumidification 

units and facility heating systems are required. During the winter more heating is required to 

maintain temperatures and in the summer dehumidification units consume more energy due to 

increased humidity. Therefore even “constant” processes are subjected to varying factors. 

Although, to what extent this effects the overall demand is again case specific but it can be 
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observed that seasonal variations are present even for “constant” loads which has implications 

for the balance of solar, wind and hydropower that should be used to match this.  

 

A battery cell manufacturing facility, commonly referred to as a “gigafactory” which has an 

annual production rate of several GWh of battery storage capacity will be used as the model 

for the large, constant industrial load in this simulated case study. The assumed annual 

electricity consumption of the facility is 1.5TWh/year. This is a conservative estimate of what 

will likely be needed to run a “gigafactory” with an output of 16GWh of annual cell capacity, 

using the Northvolt Ett facility in Skellefteå as a baseline [41]. A load of this magnitude is on 

par with some of the largest industrial energy consumers in Europe like steel mills and 

aluminium smelters. This presents unique challenges when a single entity consumes a notable 

percentage of a country’s entire energy supply. This will be examined in more detail in 

upcoming sections. Furthermore, given that the facility is operating more or less continuously 

around the clock every day, an hourly average constant load of 171 MW is calculated from 

dividing the assumed annual consumption by the 8760 hours of the year. Battery cell 

manufacturing is an optimal choice of industrial load to be studied for this case since it serves 

as a representative example of the main type of new industry being developed in European 

countries that is both responsible for drastic energy demand increase and has sustainability as 

a fundamental requirement from the point of inception to operation.  

 

3.3 Simulated Renewable Energy Source Portfolio Design  

The simulation of how much installed capacity is needed to reliably cover a 1.5TWh/year load 

will be carried out using Microsoft excel for statistical analysis and weather data from 

MERRA-2 NASA global meteorological database. Wind and solar farm calculated output will 

be modelled using a renewable energy modelling platform (Renewables.ninja) made available 

by staff from ETH Zurich and Imperial College London [37]. The input data consists of the 

average wind speeds and solar irradiance for the selected geographical point over the course of 

a year, at an hourly resolution, generating 8760 data points per year. This is then combined 

with the generating characteristics like efficiency and rated capacity of the chosen wind and 

solar power technologies. A resulting power output is then given for each hour. The Vestas 

V164 8MW turbine has been selected to reflect the growing size of wind turbines being 

deployed in order to improve the economics of wind farm projects. This data is then compiled 

in excel to create a 20 year historical data model, with statistical tools applied to it to evaluate 

the behaviour of the data points. From the historical data, an “average” year is generated, 
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reflecting how the power output is most likely to behave over the course of a given year. Based 

on these findings, optimisation is used to maximise the real time coverage of the load with the 

most efficient use of the available installed capacity. This will done first by changing the 

balance of the energy mix and then further improved by adding more productive energy 

generation technologies and adding finally energy storage. The improvements to real time 

coverage of the load will be showcased by presenting the four different cases and their results.  

 

In order to establish a starting point for the simulated installed capacity, an estimated capacity 

factor for the wind power was set at 0.33 and 0.12 for solar power based on industry standards 

[38]. The capacity factor (CF) measures the degree to which an electric generator produces 

power at full rated capacity during the year. A CF of 0.33 indicates that wind power generates 

33% of the electricity that it is technically possible to generate in a year. Capacity Factor is 

given by the following equation: 

 

𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝐶𝐹) = 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

                                          (1)               

 

The reasons for lower CF amongst VRE sources like wind and solar can be intermittent and 

suboptimal wind speeds, cloud cover or lack of daylight amongst other things. It should be 

noted that solar power has a somewhat misleadingly low CF when annualised but if the summer 

months April-September are used as a basis, when solar is more productive. CF rises to 0.2 for 

this dataset. As a result, the required installed capacity to cover 1.5TWh annual energy 

consumption was initially dimensioned to 570 MW wind power and 200 MW solar. Given their 

estimated CF, this combined capacity should generate approximately 1.85TWh annually. Solar 

power is needed during summer months with lower wind speeds in order to compensate for 

short term wind energy deficits, even if net annual energy consumption is covered. Although 

this may seem somewhat over-dimensioned, an important aspect of covering the average 171 

MW load is that every hour of the year should optimally be covered by the contracted energy 

supply. This requirement is  different from a net annual coverage approach and demands a 

more technically advanced method to achieve.  
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Using this preliminary CF-derived installed capacity, the behaviour of this combination of wind 

and solar power will be evaluated over an annual period. 20 years of wind speed and solar 

irradiance data were taken for the given region between 1999-2019. This time period reflects 

an approximate lifespan of a wind or solar farm and also creates a sufficiently large dataset to 

be able to identify medium-term weather patterns and also to observe the occurrence of 

anomalies. As an evaluation of the energy security that a given amount of installed VRE 

capacity can provide, interannual variation (IV) must be taken into account. Starting with the 

most basic simulation requirement, 100% of the net annual energy consumption of the load 

must be met every year for the 20-year period. Thereafter, energy needs on a monthly and 

hourly basis will be optimised.  

 

3.4 Input Resources  

 
Figure 1: Solar (Left) and Wind (Right) Resources in Europe [39]. The inverse relation in solar radiance and average wind 

speed provide insight in to the dimensioning of the VRE portfolio composition. Heavier reliance on wind power in northern 

Europe can still be complimented by solar power during the summer months.  

 

Wind resources can be mapped quite accurately in the form of mean annual wind speed since 

the wind is a result of an air pressure differential between different regions. Uneven heating of 

the earth’s surface is the phenomenon that causes the wind to blow, which is also predictably 

mapped based on the correlation between annual solar irradiance and latitudinal distance from 

the equator, as can be observed in Figure 1. Therein lies the intrinsic relationship between solar 

and wind energy resources which are essentially inversely correlated as areas with greater solar 

irradiance have lower mean annual wind speeds and vice versa, illustrated clearly by the 
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contrast between the wind and solar atlases in figure 1. However other factors have a significant 

impact on mean annual wind speeds in a given area including but limited to elevation, 

topography and local obstructions likes forests, mountains and cities. In addition to 

geographical location, availability and output variation of wind and solar power over the course 

of the year is the other factor most relevant to consider if renewable energy is to cover an 

industrial load throughout the year. Northern Europe will be primarily considered in this case 

which in practical terms entails a greater reliance on wind power capacity with solar power 

playing a more supporting role in providing full annual coverage of energy consumption.  

 

Both wind and solar energy resources exhibit different properties when examined on an annual 

basis. Solar irradiance is greater during March-September in the upper northern hemisphere 

and is drastically lower in the winter months of October-February due to shorter days and more 

common overcast weather. From the short-term perspective, solar irradiance behaves cyclically 

on a daily cycle given its dependency on daylight although cloud cover causes a certain degree 

of deviation from this cyclical pattern. On the other hand, wind resources are more evenly 

distributed throughout the year although lower wind speeds can generally be observed during 

the summer [40]. In the shorter term, wind speeds display more sporadic volatility  than the 

cyclical property of solar irradiance. Ultimately, solar farms and wind parks can together form 

a complimentary relationship due to their inverse annual behavioural pattern. Together they 

can provide a high percentage of the year-round energy needs for industrial facilities with a 

continuous and essentially constant load.  

 

3.5 Case Comparison  

An initial renewable energy portfolio consisting of solar and wind power will be dimensioned 

based on estimated capacity factor, referred to as “case 1”. The performance of this portfolio 

will been evaluated and minimum requirements for annual load coverage must be established. 

Based on the analysis of hourly behaviour of the VRE portfolio output, a marginal utility 

optimisation of the portfolio will be done to find the most efficient balance of installed capacity 

to maximise load coverage, referred to as “case 2”. The effect of introducing higher capacity 

factor technologies like offshore wind and regulating hydropower will then studied in “case 3”. 

The stabilising effect on total energy output from introducing a greater diversity of technologies 

will also be observed in “case 3”. Finally, energy storage will be added to the portfolio in “case 

4”, which will be dimensioned by analysing the most commonly occurring surplus energy 

peaks for maximised utilisation. The purpose of creating four separate cases is to base 
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improvements and optimisation on the analysis of the previous cases results and deficiencies. 

As the composition and dimensions of the proceeding cases grow more advanced, the 

comparison between case results can better illustrate the effect that each aspect of the case has 

had. It can also help to provide insight in to which factors play the largest role in improving 

the performance of the VRE portfolio for the purpose of maximising real time load coverage.  
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4. Renewable Capacity Simulation Results 
 

4.1.1 Annual Security of Supply  

The wind farm is responsible for the majority of the energy supply in this case, providing on 

average 82% of the total 1.5TWh over the course of the year, with solar providing the other 

18%. As is shown in figure 2, the 570 MW wind farm alone can provide just enough energy 

for the entire year on average, although it fails to do so for 8 of the 20 years (40% failure rate). 

The energy deficits are denoted by the red colour. Albeit the deficits that do occur are within 

10% of the 1.5TWh target. This amount of installed capacity would require approximately 

13 800 hectares of land use for wind power [44] and 500 hectares for solar power [45]. The 

combination of the total annual outputs of the solar and wind power assets is sufficient to meet 

annual net consumption. Energy deficit reduction is prioritised in this simulation, but it is still 

worth noting that increasing installed capacity can lead to a significant hourly energy surplus 

which can be used as a metric for inefficient use of the installed capacity. It can be observed 

graphically and from the datasets variance that wind power delivers electricity on an annual 

basis reliably and relatively predictably with a low level of variation. Within the 95% 

confidence interval, both the wind and solar assets have an interannual variation around the 

mean of 2.17% and 1.37% (figure 2 and 3) respectively.  

 

Figure 2: 570 MW wind farm interannual variation of annual generation 1999-2019 shows a security of supply of 

60°%. The annual target of 1.5 TWh is not met 8 out of 20 years, although the margin of failure is small.  

Statistical Parameter Value (GWh)  Statistical Parameter Value (GWh) 

Mean Average 1 520   Standard deviation 74 

Maximum/Minimum 1 650 /1 386   Confidence Interval Upper/Lower Bound 1370 / 1670 
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Figure 3: 200 MW solar park interannual variation 1999-2019. Solar met the annual target of 0.2 TWh 
consistently.  
 

4.1.2 Monthly Security of Supply  

Increasing the data resolution to show monthly energy production for the 20-year period reveals 

similarly encouraging signs of reliability in interannual energy security even at this level. 

Graphically it is clear in figure 4 that wind power exhibits slightly higher interannual monthly 

variability within the 20-year period, the winter months being most volatile. Solar power has a 

much more predictable monthly production output with much less interannual variation within 

the same month (figure 5). The overall annual pattern for both energy resources can also be 

evidently identified. As aforementioned, wind power has a tendency to be more productive 

during the winter months and experiences a slight dip during the warmer summer months due 

to lower average wind speeds. Solar power on the other hand exhibits a inverse complimentary 

trend over the course of the year with peak production occurring during the summer, while 

adding little to the energy surplus already created by the wind farm during winter. The load 

consumes 125 GWh per month at its modelled 171 MW hourly consumption rate. 570 MW of 

wind power manages to supply this on a monthly basis for only half the year October-March. 

Statistical Parameter Value (GWh) 

Mean Average 218 

Maximum/Minimum 235 / 204 

Standard deviation 6.2 

Confidence Interval Upper / Lower Bound 205/ 230 
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With the addition of 200 MW solar power during the April-September period, this 125GWh 

monthly target is met for all the months of the year with minimised surplus (figure 6). Overall, 

it can be observed that both wind and solar resources have a high degree of annual and monthly 

reliability in delivering a predictable amount of energy. The exception to this being the monthly 

standard deviation for November-February being more than double as during the summer 

months. In practical terms, this implies that as wind becomes a more dominant part of the 

facility’s energy mix with a higher energy output, it also becomes more unpredictable on an 

interannual basis, making long-term forecasting more challenging and thus posing an energy 

security threat.  

 

This energy production shortfall can technically be negated by dimensioning the available 

installed VRE capacity to cover the worst-case scenario with exceptionally low wind speeds, 

but it is not economical to do so if this scenario is infrequent. This aspect of the annual load 

coverage introduces the notion that a significant regulating power would be needed during less 

predictable periods. Moreover, if reliance is maintained on wind and solar power, long term 

energy storage has an optimal use case in this scenario, providing capacity firming during 

extended periods when the main energy source exhibits supply uncertainty.  

 

 
Figure 4: Monthly interannual variation for 570 MW wind farm 1999-2019 shows an overall reliable annual trend 

of lower wind speeds in summer and higher but more volatile wind speeds in winter. 
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Figure 5: Monthly IV for 200 MW solar park 1999-2019 shows less output volatility than wind power and 

drastically larger output during summer months. 

 

 
Figure 6: Monthly 20-year average for combined wind and solar production consistently meeting 125GWh 

monthly target  

 

4.1.3 Hourly Security of Supply  

The final level of granularity to be evaluated in this simulation is at an hourly resolution. 

Variations within the hour that can occur due to such things as momentary cloud cover or 

sporadic wind speed have a significant operational impact in terms of covering the load at every 

instant. In a grid-connected scenario this has great ramifications for frequency control when 
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sudden large changes in the energy supply occur. However due to data limitations in the 

simulation this is not possible to observe. For future study, access to production output data 

from a real renewable energy source would make this real time resolution at minute-resolution 

possible. The ultimate objective of 100% green energy sourcing is to ensure electrical load 

coverage every hour of the year. Using a combination of wind and solar power as a principal 

energy source introduces seasonal variations to the way the load is covered by the hour, as was 

illustrated on a monthly level. Winter months are characterised (figure 7) by a more or less 

complete reliance on wind power and extended periods of large energy surplus. Although the 

total energy deficit is relatively similar for each month, deficits are more drastic and long-

lasting during the winter but more infrequent in this dataset. Either regulation power from a 

typical baseload source like hydropower and biomass or long-term energy storage could reduce 

the deficit severity. Energy deficits during the summer have a tendency to be shorter and less 

severe thanks to the greater solar output that provides periodic, regular intervals of energy, but 

they occur more frequently. In this situation, existing short-term grid scale storage technologies 

like Li-ion are well suited to shift a typical solar peak to a few hours after sunset.  

 

4.2 Energy Deficit Reduction  

The surplus production that occurs from the contracted VRE supply might be an indication of 

that it is being inefficiently utilised. Whether this is accurate or not is contingent on what 

happens to the surplus energy. If the energy producer can sell the surplus energy on the spot 

market or sell it for storage, then this is not the case but if the surplus ends up leading to wasteful 

curtailment then this can be considered an inefficient use of renewable energy resources. 

Overall, using 570 MW wind power with 200 MW solar power produced 1.74TWh in an 

“average year”, leading to 240GWh of surplus energy on a net annual basis. The loads total 

energy consumption by total quantity was 95.1% covered on an hourly basis which is a very 

promising result. This implies that when deficits do occur, they are most often quite small in 

magnitude. If measuring load coverage in a time-based manner in terms of how often the whole 

load is covered, 67.8% of the hours of the year are fully covered by VRE production output 

according to table 1. This is comparable to the hourly 67% VRE hourly coverage that Google 

managed to achieve for its datacentres in Europe during 2020 [46]. According to table 1, almost 

90% of the energy deficits that occur are above 70% load coverage and 40% being at above 

90% coverage. In other words, the probability of the load being covered less than 70% by the 

VRE supply at any given hour is 3%.  
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Figure 7: Four representative months; January, April, July, October exhibiting hourly behaviour variation between 

seasons. Cyclical behaviour increases when solar power presences increases.  

Table 1: Simulation energy deficit statistics for case 1 using 570 MW wind power and 200 MW solar power show 

that the majority of deficit occurrences are above 80% load coverage. 

Load Coverage (%) Share of Total hours (%) Share of Deficit occurences (%) 

<50 0.02 0.07 

50 < x < 60 0.50 1.56 

60 < x < 70 2.80 8.68 

70 < x < 80 7.02 21.79 

80 < x < 90 9.42 29.23 

90<  x< 100 12.45 38.66 

100  =< x 67.79 N/A 
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The deficit surplus balance can be summarised graphically by figure 8, displaying the fact that 

significant energy deficit occurs almost exclusively during the summer when the wind power 

output is reduced due to lower average wind speeds. Providing 75% of the installed capacity, 

when this wind power part of the energy supply is at its lowest output levels during an extended 

period of one day or more, in combination with solar output going to zero during night-time 

this creates many hours of energy deficit during the summer. Therefore, increasing the size of 

the solar power capacity has little effect in reducing energy deficit.  

 

 
Figure 8: Annual energy surplus and deficit balance for case 1 shows increase in deficit occurrences during 

summer due to solar powers emphasised role in the portfolio. Night time deficits occur cyclically combined with 

low wind speed. 

 

 

A sufficient dedicated supply of wind and solar capacity can evidently provide a high degree 

of load coverage, in favourable conditions reaching 95% The results achieved in the simulation 

are based on averages with a low standard deviation however it is still a relatively common 

occurrence even in optimal conditions to experience energy supply shortfall. Since temporary 

shutdown of the facility during these periods is assumed to be unacceptable, this implies that 

every energy deficit occurrence represents a degree of grid reliance which in most cases in 

Europe entails an inherent dependency on either coal or natural gas-based dispatchable thermal 

generation. This both affects the carbon emissions related to the manufacturing output of the 

industrial facility but also further entrenches the use of fossil fuels within electricity production 

over the long term by creating a systematic dependency. This introduces the question of what 

is required to bridge the final gap between a high hourly load coverage (70-80%) and complete 

hourly load coverage (100%).  

 

 

4.3 Portfolio Optimisation  
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The simulated 770 MW total renewable capacity consists of 570 MW wind power, making up 

75% of the mix and 200 MW solar power which represents the remaining 25%. The target of 

the energy supply is to cover a constant 170 MW load at all times. Wind power has almost 

three times larger capacity than solar, a higher capacity factor and provides power more 

continuously, which is why it has a significantly higher impact on energy deficit reduction. The 

incremental increase of capacity was carried out for both energy sources while keeping the 

other source at a constant fully dimensioned size. The goal of the sensitivity analysis was to 

determine what effect added capacity had past the point of net annual load coverage on energy-

based hourly load coverage. Thus, the marginal utility of solar capacity increase was not fully 

studied while wind power was set to zero since it has a complimentary role in the energy supply. 

As can be observed in figure 10, 200 MW of solar capacity contributes to 14.65% reduction of 

VRE deficit which is the starting point of the wind power curve. Any additional solar capacity 

passed this point has almost no notable impact on deficit reduction. This is due to the fact that 

regardless of capacity size, the VRE deficit occurrences during for example night time cannot 

be abated by solar power. Solar capacity addition after 200 MW also translates into 

disproportionately more energy surplus increases due to solar peaks at midday than to any 

energy deficit reduction. On the other hand, the addition of 400 MW of wind power capacity 

rapidly and partially linearly reduces VRE deficit from 85.35% to 18.93%, making it a very 

effective path to partial decarbonisation of the industrial load’s electricity consumption. Figure 

10 displays a clear diminishing marginal return on added VRE capacity once energy deficit 

reaches 20%. The reduced steepness of the slope of the curve after 540 MW is indicative of 

that added combined solar and wind capacity beyond this is an increasingly expensive and 

practically unrealistic approach to reaching 100% VRE load coverage. The remaining 20% 

VRE deficit are significantly more challenging to eliminate through the use of dedicated VRE 

power plants. The large majority of remaining VRE deficit occurrences in this simulation are 

during the summer and during non-daylight hours according to figure 10, that is to say the 

period when wind power is on average least productive due to lower wind speeds and solar 

power is completely inactive. Therefore, the only technical way to essentially completely 

eliminate the period of VRE deficit in this scenario is to sub-optimally increase the capacity of 

the dedicated wind power to 800 MW.   
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Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis of relationship between 570 MW onshore wind combined with 200 MW solar power 

and energy deficit reduction.  

 
Figure 10: Time-based metric for how the dedicated energy supply can provide adequate energy for 170 MW load 

at any given time on an annual basis 
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The way load coverage is measured can either be on an energy or time-basis. The energy basis 

measurement is useful for studying the severity of deficit occurrences and how successfully 

the load is being covered for the annual period overall. It can be viewed as the most basic 

requirement of providing sufficient amounts of energy to the load. However, with this metric 

it is possible for the load to be seldom fully covered but the deficit may be quite small in 

magnitude. This can give the misleading impression that the facility has a high degree of 

coverage yet often requires support from other energy sources. Whereas with a time-based 

metric, the number of hours of the year that are fully covered by the dedicated energy supply 

is used as an indicator of load coverage. This is a more challenging standard to use to achieve 

100% load coverage since it requires a significantly higher and more consistent power 

availability. Time-basis also provides more insight into how much grid reliance remains and 

how often it is needed. Using the energy-based metric, 770 MW of combined solar and wind 

power capacity can provide 95% load coverage on average. On the other hand, as 

aforementioned the same installed capacity only covers 67% of the load when measured on a 

time-basis. In order for 95% time-based hourly load coverage to be reached according to figure 

10, capacity must increase by 40% to 1090 MW.  

 

Locating the optimum on the diminishing marginal utility curve for the dedicated VRE supply 

is a technical method for optimising capacity size. If the utilisation of the dedicated energy 

supply for the industrial facility is to be maximised from a time and energy-based perspective 

simultaneously then 570-810 MW of total installed capacity is the region that encloses both 

optimums. Graphically, the optimum of the curve is the point where the second derivative is 

zero, after which the rate of change begins to decrease. Although this singular point does 

necessarily indicate the cut off point for capacity expansion, the rate of utility begins to 

decrease at this point. How much more capacity should be added thereafter is rather dictated 

by when a percentual increase in capacity yields an unacceptably low return in the form of 

energy deficit reduction. The optimum of the curve was determined graphically.  

 

Up until 500 MW of wind power, each 5% increase in capacity yields 5.5% decrease in VRE 

energy-based deficit and at 693 MW the same incremental increase yields only 2.3% and 

thereby marking a suitable cut-off point. Any 5% increase after this point yields a <1% 

reduction in VRE deficit which cannot be considered an effective use of capacity. For the time-

based metric, 5% capacity increases yield a VRE deficit reduction of up 9.7% between 400 

MW and 963 MW where the 2.5% VRE deficit reduction point is reached. The load is at no 
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point in time fully covered by the energy supply when below 400 MW. To achieve 

multivariable optimisation, the point of equidistance between both optimal cut-off points must 

be found.  

 

Case 2 – Marginal Return Optimised Capacity  

As a result of the optimisation methods explain above, a new VRE portfolio case (2) was 

simulated to provide more annual hourly coverage of the load. In contrast to case 1 which was 

based on estimated capacity factor, case 2 was based on the simulated dataset and the 

minimisation of hourly energy deficits. At 828 MW of combined wind (613 MW) and solar 

power (215), 95% of energy-based load coverage is achieved as well as 77.35% of time-based. 

On a net annual basis, the total electricity generation would on average be 1.85TWh. This 

creates an acceptably large annual surplus of 0.35 TWh that negates to some extent the risk of 

a net annual renewable energy deficit occurring due to lower than average wind speeds and 

high cloud cover.  

 

Case 3 – Technological Diversity and Higher Capacity Factor Technology  

A third simulation was carried out to introduce the use of off shore wind, hydropower and solar 

power. This gave a higher average capacity factor, regulatability and less volatile total portfolio 

energy output. The results of the third simulation show that time-based load coverage was 

76.6% and energy-based load coverage was 97.5%. Evidently, when VRE deficit does occur, 

it is most often quite small. Of the 23.4% of the hours of the year that are not fully covered by 

the dedicated energy supply, according to table 2, 80% of these deficit hours still had a load 

coverage of 80% with a majority being above 90% coverage. Severe energy deficit occurrences 

below 70% coverage were rare, making up 6% of deficit occurrences and 1.3% of all hours of 

the year. These results constitute a significant improvement from the previous wind and solar 

simulation where only 50% of VRE deficit occurrences were above 80% load coverage. This 

is an indication that the increased diversity of technologies and the regulating role of 

hydropower caused the energy supply to act more like the baseload necessary to support the 

171 MW industrial load. The overall energy supply output is stabilised by the fact that no single 

source has a dominating effect, limiting dramatic output volatility.  
 

Figure 11 reveals that throughout the year the combination of wind and hydropower alone 

match the demand from the load effectively. It should be noted that although net annual 

consumption is covered by the energy supply with a 290GWh surplus, 97% of the energy 
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consumed is consumed directly (1455GWh). Both acceptable amounts of surplus and almost 

complete load coverage are a feature of the winter months of October-March. As with the prior 

simulation, solar power has a more pronounced role during the summer months with higher 

production and lower output from wind and hydropower. This leads to a slightly less optimal 

matching between supply and the load and most energy deficit occurrences are during this 

period April-September. This is made clear by the significant energy deficit occurrence 

frequency shown in figure 12 when solar power is inactive during the night time. Bridging the 

final gap between 97% and 100% load coverage could be improved especially during this solar-

dominant time period by introducing an energy storage system (ESS) to provide flexibility 

between supply and demand.  

 

 
Table 2: Case 3 ( 270 MW Off-shore wind, 120 MW solar and 110MW hydropower) energy deficit simulation 

results show improvement in time-based load coverage with a lower installed capacity. 

 

 

Load Coverage (%) Share of Total Hours 

(%) 

Share of Deficit Occurences 

(%) 

<50 0 0 

50<x<60 0.2 0.8 

60<x<70 1.1 5 

70<x<80 3.4 14.4 

80<x<90 7.3 31.1 

90<x<100 11.4 48.7 

100<x 23.4 100 

 

Energy deficit duration (hours) 2048 

Energy surplus duration (hours) 6712 

Total energy deficit (GWh) 43 

Total energy surplus (GWh) 291 

Total energy produced (GWh) 1746 

Total energy consumed directly 

(GWh) 

1455 
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Figure 11: Representative months of the four seasons exhibiting different behaviour from each energy source in case 3 

 
Figure 11: Representative months of the four seasons exhibiting different behaviour from each energy source in case 3 

 

Figure 12: Annual daily net energy surplus for wind, solar and hydropower combination (case 3) displaying reduced deficit 

severity during summer period compared to case 1.                                                  f  
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4.4 ESS Dimensioning 

The use of short to medium duration ESS is suitable for when a larger energy surplus occurs 

directly before a smaller deficit. Short duration storage is commonly defined as being up to 4 

hours whereas medium duration can generally be regarded as 4-24 hours. Dimensioning the 

appropriate ESS storage capacity from a purely technical perspective can be done using two 

methods. Firstly, from a graphical perspective, the power rating of the ESS technology needs 

to match the amplitude of the most commonly occurring energy surplus peaks. 90% of the 

surplus peaks in the simulation were below 80 MW, making this a sufficient power rating with 

the ability to handle fast enough charging to capture the energy surplus. Surplus peaks above 

80 MW can be considered too uncommon to warrant the extra power rating to capture them. 

Both surplus and deficit periods have a typical duration of 11-12 hours each however the ramp 

rate for the output variation is very steep throughout the day. This entails that few points during 

the total surplus period actually reach the peak and the majority of the output is substantially 

lower. Therefore the ESS maximum power rating cannot simply be multiplied by hourly 

duration but rather it is given by an integral of the area enclosed by the curve. Integration of 

the most commonly occurring surplus peak yields an area of 495 MWh and therefore sets an 

suggested storage capacity at 500 MWh. Secondly, the marginal utility curve can also be used 

to dimension the ESS capacity. In figure 13 it is indicated graphically from the changing 

curvature of the line graph that an optimal ESS storage capacity could be considered to be 

approximately 300 MWh when taking in to account the utility over the course of the whole 

year. Therefore, the dimensions 80 MW / 300 MWh were set for the ESS in this simulation 

since this would provide the most utility in relation to power and storage capacity.  

 

The excel model of the ESS system assumes a C-rate of 1 and 95% round-trip efficiency (RTE), 

which is typical for Li-ion large scale storage systems [47]. The effects of using 80 MW / 300 

MWh ESS storage can be seen in figure 14a and 14b with a clear reduction in the number and 

severity of energy deficit occurrences during the month of June when the solar component of 

the energy supply is most pronounced. Although ESS is effective in reducing deficits 

immediately following periods of energy surplus, there are some energy deficits that are either 

multi-day or there is little or no energy surplus preceding it. These energy deficits are beyond 

the ability of a dedicated ESS to eliminate, which explains the rapidly reduced marginal utility 

after 80% time-based energy deficit reduction. In reality, these final energy deficits could be 

addressed by regulating power or the wider energy mix from the grid. Especially during the 
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summer when most of these deficits seem to occur and when overall energy demand in western 

Europe is generally lower. The energy sources in the simulations carried out are based on 

meteorological data and set historic hydropower production, making them rigid. A more 

advanced simulation could utilise a responsive regulating power source like hydropower or 

biomass to eliminate these deficit occurrences further. Nevertheless it should be kept in 

perspective that the simulation of the combination of wind, solar and hydropower coupled with 

ESS can potentially reach 98.9% energy-based load coverage during an average year. It can 

also be noted from figure 13 that ESS is actually substantially more effective at reducing time-

based energy deficit than energy-based, bringing both metrics closer to parity as a result.  
 

 
Figure 13: ESS marginal utility curve showing a rapid decline in effectiveness in deficit reduction after approximately 200 

MWh. 

 
Figure 14a: Energy surplus and deficits during the month of June exhibiting cyclical behaviour 

 
Figure 14b: Energy surplus and deficits during the month of June using 300 MWh ESS storage capacity 

(MWh) 
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4.5 Case Result Summary  
  

The final summary results of the VRE capacity simulation for achieving a high degree of load 

coverage for a single large industrial facility with 1.5TWh annual electricity consumption are 

displayed in table 3. The way in which the simulation has been carried out by successively 

adding technologies and optimising their dimensions has demonstrated the impact that each 

addition has had on the overall result. This aids in the understanding of what role each 

technology plays and shows its added value to achieving the goal of using 100% green energy 

within industrial applications. It has been equally valuable to gain insight in to what limitations 

exist and how they can be addressed specifically. The benefits of technological diversity have 

been made clear in table 3 with increasing load coverage using both metrics as the portfolio 

becomes more complex. Although, encouraging results were even achieved using the most 

basic approach in case 1. Ultimately it can be observed that case 4 combined the most efficient 

use of available installed capacity with a high power availability and energy storage to come 

very close to technically achieving the goal of 100% VRE coverage of the industrial load. It 

would be recommended to validate these simulation results against real world wind farm and 

solar park output data. This would also allow for a higher resolution exploration of the minute 

to minute coverage of the load.  

 

The benefits of aggregation of wind power on the other hand could not be fully illustrated. Due 

to limitation from the data set used for the simulation that is focused on one geographical 

location, energy production output was simply increased linearly with increased installed 

capacity. This modelling limitation still allows for a relatively accurate indication of power 

output over a longer time period as it is related to the given installed capacity. However this 

limitation in the simulation does not accurately simulate the aggregation effect from an 

increasingly large installed capacity on output volatility stabilisation. If real world production 

data from wind farms could have been attained for a much wider geographical area, the likely 

increased baseload behaviour of the combined production would have had a positive impact on 

matching the varying energy supply with the constant load. This is of particular interest for 

determining the technical feasibility of utilising VRE for this application due to wind powers 

predominant role in the supply mix in both cases 
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Technology Total Installed 

Capacity (MW) 

Annual Load Coverage 

(Energy-Based) (%) 

Annual Load Coverage 

(Time-based) (%) 

Case 1  

Onshore Wind 

(570MW)  

Solar (200 MW) 

770 95.1 67.8 

Case 2 

Onshore Wind 

(613 MW) 

Solar (215 MW) 

828 95.1 77.35 

Case 3 

Offshore Wind 

(270 MW) 

Hydropower (110 

MW) 

Solar (120 MW) 

500 97.5 76.6 

Case 4 

Case 3+ ESS (80 

MW/ 300 MWh) 

580 99.42 94.62 

Table 3: Load coverage simulation results  
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5. Qualitative Discussion Results  
Using research based on industry news, technical reports, interviews and regulator database 

figures, a qualitative study was carried out in order to establish the following;  

• Maximisation of the use of renewable energy by an industrial load 

• Transparent and verifiable renewable energy use accounting and reporting 

• The role of energy storage in developing the role of industry in the energy system 

The conclusions from the discussions in the following chapter based on this material have been 

presented in condensed form as key takeaways.  

 

5.1 Load 

• Energy effectivization should be an integrated component in the reduction of 

emissions related to energy usage by the industrial facility.  

• Advanced energy monitoring allows for a higher resolution understanding of 

the load and separation between non-essential and essential power processes so 

as to offer flexibility. This even enables real time monitoring for information 

sharing needed for 24/7 matching approach with VRE sources. 

• VRE compatibility needs to be built in to the core design of industrial processes 

and equipment. 

• Artificial flexibility through load-connected ESS offers many opportunities to 

contribute to supporting an increasingly renewable energy system. Albeit a new 

concept, it is showing great potential for satisfying increasing need of system 

services.  

5.2 Corporate Sourcing Instruments 

• GO certificates or an industry variant used for verifying renewable energy use 

should be reformed to include more attributes like emission abatement and 

hourly timestamp. They should preferably be matched with the same hour of 

consumption as when it was produced. This would improve market price signals 

and steer investment to emission reduction during the times most needed.  

• PPA contracts can become more innovative to include 24/7 matching of 

renewable energy with consumption through information sharing. A move away 
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from the current annual net consumption reporting to a real-time approach 

provides a more accurate representation of actual renewable energy use. 

• Collaboration between energy producers and consumers and active initiative 

from the private sector have been identified as the main driving forces of 

renewable capacity expansion for industrial energy use.  

 

5.3 Energy Storage  

• ESS provides a path for industrial energy consumers to participate more actively 

in the energy system through providing flexible load response and other system 

services that support the expansion of renewables on the grid. 

• Demand flexibility through load-connected ESS provides opportunity to reduce 

exposure to high emission hours on the grid. 

• A hybrid system of Li-ion and another high storage capacity technology was 

recommended for the simulated facility due to the economic benefit of 

decoupling storage capacity from the power module. Through the hybrid model, 

a wider range of surplus power peaks can be captured cost effectively. 
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6. Discussion 

 
6.1 Renewable Capacity Simulation 
Such a large facility is unavoidably grid-connected and as such can source power from other 

suppliers on the wholesale power market when contracted renewable capacity is insufficient. 

Thus, when an energy deficit situation occurs between the load and the contracted energy 

supply, it is not catastrophic as would be the case in an off-grid scenario. Nevertheless, the 

magnitude and frequency of this occurrence is to be minimised in this scenario since there is a 

dual purpose of simulating the renewable capacity needed to cover the industrial load for as 

many hours of the year as possible. Firstly, to evaluate how to minimise reliance on the existing 

and often non-renewable energy supply on the grid. Secondly, is to demonstrate how 

“additionality” can be provided to the energy system by supporting the construction of new 

wind and solar assets, to be utilised by a newly constructed industrial facility. These two 

objectives are important both from an environmental as well as energy security standpoint. 

Aiding the increased cost-effective use of VRE resources in the energy system while ensuring 

that there is enough power to sustain continuous operation of the facility is a key enabler of 

increased renewable energy penetration in the overall energy mix. Optimising the utilisation of 

VRE resources is also an important part of the long-term energy strategy on a national level if 

system wide decarbonisation is to be achieved. As an increasing part of the energy mix becomes 

dominated by renewables, the energy system as a whole must adapt to the limitation of 

dispatchable non-renewable powerplants no longer being available to cover supply shortfalls. 

This highlights the role that large industrial energy consumers can have in facilitating the 

increased market share for renewable energy, using their sheer size to assist the balancing of 

the grid.  

 

This simulation is not an attempt to forecast future energy supply but rather a scenario analysis 

that can be used to demonstrate how renewable capacity can be dimensioned cost effectively 

to maximise hourly coverage of the constant load of the facility. Certain assumptions have been 

made so as to create an optimised energy supply scenario, illustrating the impact of certain 

parameters like location and what type of technologies are utilised. The location of the facility 
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is assumed to be in the German federal state of Schleswig-Holstein due to its proximity to 

international transmission lines, abundance of renewable energy (dominated by wind power) 

and there is a situation of energy surplus in the region on an annual basis [48]. The average 

annual wind speeds in this region are the amongst the highest in the country in addition to being 

located close to the North Sea which can provide even higher and more constant average wind 

speeds and can be harnessed by offshore wind farms [49]. Geographic placement of the facility 

has the most significance from an electricity distribution perspective. Close proximity to the 

energy sources that are intended to supply the load with a majority of its electricity is a way of 

circumventing grid congestion. This issue is especially prevalent in countries like Sweden and 

Germany that have a large part of their electricity generation in the north but most of the load 

centres are located in the south, leading to grid congestion due to insufficient transmission 

capacity during peak demand. Despite many EU countries investing heavily in upgrading grid 

infrastructure to meet the future needs of the energy system, extended power lines will not 

always be capable of handling the increased volatility on the power market that accompanies 

higher renewable penetration. Placing large consumers of electricity in regions of energy 

surplus relieves some of the pressure on the transmission grid by reducing the amount of power 

that needs to be transferred to areas with an overall energy deficit.  

 

6.1.1 Grid Emissions and Energy Source Diversity  

Relying on two variable renewable energy sources like wind and solar power alone has shown 

promising results with potential to rapidly decarbonise a large portion of an industrial facility’s 

energy consumption. The degree of avoided energy-related emissions depends on the emissions 

generated by the residual energy mix of the grid in which the facility operates. It is important 

to reiterate that the central goal of increasing VRE coverage of the load is to reduce and 

hopefully eliminate greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions related to industrial energy usage and 

contribute to a more sustainable energy system. Industrial energy use accounts for 25% of 

global GHG emissions as of 2016 with the steel industry being the biggest emitter by a large 

margin, emitting 7% of all global GHG emissions [57]. The average GHG emission intensity 

of electricity generation in the EU as of 2020 was 255 g CO2e/kWh which represents an almost 

50% reduction from 1990 levels. Further reduction is projected by the EEA to 75 g CO2e/kWh 

by 2030 if the current rate is maintained. Although, GHG emission intensity varies dramatically 

between member states as well as from hour to hour depending on what combination of energy 

sources are being used [58]. In a country with a high degree of hydro and nuclear power like 

Sweden (12 g CO2e/kWh) or France (56 g CO2e/kWh), avoiding the use of energy sources 
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from the overall power grid is not as acute as in coal intense countries like Germany (350 g 

CO2e/kWh) and Poland (751 g CO2e/kWh), from an energy use emission reduction 

perspective. GHG intensity of grid reliance for an industrial facility maximising the utilisation 

of its contracted VRE assets provides another optimisation factor that should be taken into 

account when dimensioning the total dedicated energy supply. In order for an industrial facility 

to achieve a certain GHG intensity per unit of production, how much VRE capacity it must 

contract to cover its annual consumption is highly dependent on the GHG emission intensity 

of the grid in which it finds itself. As grids from different countries within the EU become more 

deeply interconnected with several international connections, determining an exact value of the 

grid GHG emission intensity on an hourly basis becomes progressively more complex in regard 

to data collection.  

 

Maximising the utilisation of energy sources that are dedicated to covering the needs of the 

electrical load from newly established industrial facilities is an important part of satisfying 

growing energy demand in a sustainable manner. However, the emphasis on optimising energy 

self-sufficiency should not be mistaken for isolationism. The final 20% of load coverage will 

inevitably need to be provided by a wider pool of market-traded carbon-free energy (CFE) 

sources in the long term. The size of such facilities as the one simulated benefit from economies 

of scale when it comes to requiring such a large, dedicated energy supply and the effects of 

aggregation already begin to appear at that level of installed capacity. It has been clearly 

observed in many cases that when several wind farms are linked together over great distances, 

the aggregated total output begins to resemble a baseload [59]. This phenomenon builds on the 

intuitive principle that an increasingly wider area being covered by wind turbines increases the 

likelihood that wind speeds will be sufficient in at least parts of the covered area at any given 

time due to the uneven heating of the atmosphere. The goal of getting VRE capacity to act like 

a baseload is ideal for achieving 100% industrial load coverage. Security of supply at any given 

time is also strengthened by access to a diversity of different energy sources, preferably 

renewable baseload providers like hydropower, biomass and geothermal. Each energy source 

suffers from its own set of unique limitations as has been observed during the simulation. Thus, 

a diverse pool of different technologies insulates the overall energy supply from any one factor 

from having a significant impact on energy delivery, be it low wind speeds, cloud cover or 

depleted water reservoirs.  
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A more robust renewable energy system is created by the energy security that diversity 

inherently provides [60], as well as having many market participants which increases 

“liquidity”. This term describes in the case of power markets how through improved market 

responsiveness between supply and demand through access to more market participants, 

volatility in prices decreases as smaller variations occur. If the entire power market is 

dominated by for example wind power then the energy supply becomes unresponsive to 

demand. When wind speeds are low across the board and demand increases, meteorological 

conditions do not respond to demand price signals which leads to dramatic electricity price 

increases and likely demand curtailment. With more dispatchable renewable energy sources 

like biomass or hydropower, the previously mentioned scenario leads to more demand being 

covered by renewables and greater price stability if transmission issues are neglected. To what 

extent these dispatchable energy sources improve this situation is solely based on what portion 

of the energy supply they represent and how much flexibility they can provide for supply and 

demand matching. Furthermore, a diverse set of technologies can also increase the capacity 

factor of the overall energy supply by using more productive technologies like offshore wind 

power with another baseload technology like hydropower. Renewables with higher capacity 

factor can also start delivering energy more immediately using the same land usage and 

infrastructure connections, thereby helping to abate fossil fuel emissions quicker through 

avoided use.  

 

Installed wind power capacity is expanding in the EU at about half the rate that is needed if 

energy system decarbonisation goals are to be met. 27GW/year expansion rate is needed to go 

from 220GW to 460GW in order to reduce emissions 55% by 2030, compared to the current 

rate of 15GW. The main limiting factor is permitting processes which are administratively 

intensive and time consuming. These processes are in urgent need of streamlining and need to 

be made to be more accommodating to the necessary installed capacity expansion rate 

according to most wind power industry organisation [61]. Solar capacity needs to expand from 

120GW to 1150GW up until 2030 in order to achieve “fit-for-55” EU emission targets [62]. 

Thus, Simulating a more diverse energy portfolio with higher capacity factor is needed to 

demonstrate how higher industrial load coverage can be achieved with a smaller installed 

capacity factor. Larger Offshore Vestas V164 8 MW turbines were chosen and placed on the 

North Sea coast of Germany. Benefitting from consistently higher wind speeds and greater hub 

height and larger turbine blade area, a significantly higher average annual capacity factor of 

52.4% is achieved for the wind power segment, reducing the installed wind power capacity 
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needed from 570 MW to 270 MW. Solar capacity is adjusted to 120 MW and 110 MW of 

hydropower is added to the energy mix, giving a total of 500MW installed capacity. 

Hydropower production data is taken from SE1 power market area in Sweden for 2019, 

publicly available from SVK [63].  

 

6.2 Load 
 
6.2.1 VRE Compatibility  

Traditional industries like steel and paper mills were built up during the course of the 19th and 

20th centuries and facilities were designed with cheap, dispatchable and plentiful energy 

provided by most often fossil fuels or at best hydropower. This assumption regarding energy 

has by and large carried on up until the last two decades where climate goals have begun to in 

earnest change the energy resource landscape and corporate environmental ambitions. In turn, 

manufacturing processes and the equipment itself has been designed with constant power 

access as well as the cost effective use of fossil fuels in mind. The use of direct heating from 

mainly fossil fuels but also other sources makes up a considerable part of total industrial energy 

use, with heating making up 40% of total industrial energy use in the EU [64]. The 

manufacturing energy consumption survey (MECS) in 2018 of 15,000 manufacturers in the US 

conducted by the EIA shows that 90% of natural gas usage cannot be electrified, 

overwhelmingly due to equipment design but also because the cost of natural gas has been 

lower than the equivalent electricity in most cases [65]. Biomass has the greatest potential to 

dislodge fossil fuels for high temperature applications in the shorter term according to IRENA 

[64].  

 

New industrial facilities being planned within the EU have a unique opportunity to incorporate 

the use of electricity, VRE and other renewables in to the core of their design. Industrial 

demand for electricity will increase significantly in the coming decades as a result, thus it is 

important that low cost renewables like solar and wind power are utilised in the highest degree 

possible to keep European manufacturing cost competitive and sustainable. The cost of ETS 

carbon credits continues to rise and the LCOE of renewables continues fall thanks to maturing 

technologies (bar rising commodity prices). This means decarbonising energy use will be 

strongly economically incentivised in addition to having a vital role in reducing emissions 

related to industrial energy use. An example of integrating VRE into industrial facilities include 
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utilising hydrogen from electrolysis powered by renewables in steel production to replace 

coking coal and blast furnaces [66]. PEM electrolysers used to produce green hydrogen have 

had challenges with running on intermittent power but innovation motivated by 

decarbonisation efforts have led to improved compatibility with VRE sources [67]. 

Furthermore, batch processes or heating stages in manufacturing can potentially be planned to 

occur during typical energy surplus periods like in the middle of the day if a large installed 

solar capacity is available. Ultimately, the need for increased accommodation of VRE sources 

within industry brings in to question the long term viability of industrial energy consumers 

demanding constant power levels from the grid at any given time. Demand response to reduced 

availability of renewables is becoming increasingly important as VRE penetration continues to 

grow and older technologies like coal power are being retired. Large energy consumers like 

server farms are beginning to incorporate load response in to their operation, reducing 

consumption when the grid frequency is becoming too low [68]. If a manufacturing facility 

cannot feasibly vary its energy consumption based on the instantaneous energy supply, ESS 

has potential to provide “artificial flexibility”. By switching over to at least partially drawing 

power from an ESS facility instead of from the grid, the load from grids perspective appears to 

have decreased its consumption. These flexibility services will become more lucrative as 

system costs for the grid increase due to renewable intermittency, improving the economic 

viability of ESS. Since weather dependent energy sources cannot respond to changes in demand 

no matter the energy market price, it is important that large energy consumers can become an 

asset to the grid infrastructure in maintaining stability rather than becoming a burden.  

 

6.2.2 Energy Effectivization  

Although overall increased industrial energy demand will be unavoidable, energy 

effectivization will be an important part of a sustainable energy strategy and relieving strain on 

the existing energy supply. In the last 30 years Sweden has effectively doubled industrial output 

[69] while energy consumption more or less remained constant [70] thanks to energy 

effectivization. Industry is one of the most energy price responsive segments of the economy 

due to the importance of global competitiveness being key to remaining viable. Avoided energy 

consumption aligns cost-saving with decarbonisation since energy can represent a significant 

portion of production costs and related emissions. This economic incentivisation is a key 

enabler of progress in decarbonising industrial activities. Private companies will not invest in 

technologies that deliver a negative return on investment or lead to higher operating costs, 

regardless of the positive environmental impact. It is therefore important that investments in 
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improving energy efficiency yield a return in the form of cost savings. It is more cost effective 

to optimise energy use in the design phase, however it is not always possible to foresee all 

inefficiencies until after facility operation has begun, making some retroactive improvements 

through continuous optimisation necessary.                F fffff  

 

In order to properly evaluate industrial processes from an energy perspective, data from each 

individual step is necessary which requires more advanced energy monitoring. In many case 

energy consumption is only measured at the grid connection, making the whole facility in 

practical terms in to one large electrical load. By monitoring each process step individually 

with real-time resolution, different components in the total energy consumption can be better 

understood. Advanced energy monitoring is a key component in enabling demand flexibility 

and VRE compatibility. By separating critical processes from auxiliary and non-essential 

energy usage, a facility can potentially offer flexibility services to the grid without 

compromising continuous core production output.   

 

6.2.3 Heat  

Heating and cooling often require a large portion of industrial facilities total energy 

consumption and are a prime area of focus for effectivization. Although non-electrical direct 

heat energy usage is not part of the primary technical scope of this thesis, it accounts for such 

a significant share of total global industrial energy usage that it warrants a discussion. The two 

main pathways to dislodging fossil fuels like natural gas and coking coal from their heating 

role within many industrial processes from an energy supply perspective is either through 

electrification or the use of biofuels or “e-fuels” [64]. This conversion to low carbon 

technologies will inherently require investments in core redesigns of process equipment to 

utilise decarbonised energy sources to a greater extent and can thus be seen as a long term goal 

since it will effectively require the retirement of older facilities or fundamental renovations.  

 

Treating industrial heat as a resource that must be utilised effectively has implications for 

energy effectivization when it comes to investing in heat recovery and insulation and for the 

facilitation of the use of renewable energy. Not only is the reduction of the total amount of heat 

used in a process an important factor but also the temperatures employed. Various renewable 

energy technologies such as geothermal, thermal solar and biomass can reliably supply heating 

at “lower” temperatures (<100C), which makes up approximately 30% of all industrial heating 

needs in the EU. Medium heating levels (100-400°C) account for another 30% with high 
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temperatures (>400°C) accounting for the final 40% of total industrial heating. Of course 

heating needs vary greatly between sectors, with paper and pulp using low and medium heat 

levels for 80% of processes and metal using high temperatures for 80% of its processes [71]. 

Therefore the potential for lower temperature renewable heat sources at this time to displace 

the fossil fuels used in high temperature processes is small, but there are plenty of opportunities 

with regards to pre-heating, space heating and many industrial sectors that mainly use lower 

temperatures.  

 

Although heating makes up such a large part of final industrial energy consumption it receives 

relatively little policy attention from governments and regulators in contrast to electricity usage 

[72]. This results in a general lack of specific regulation or a defined framework in which 

improvements could potentially be made within. Clarity in terms of how the environmental 

benefits of “green investments” are quantified are important when it comes to measuring the 

return that an investment yields. Without the proper incentives to develop more advanced heat 

recovery systems or process design that avoids higher temperatures if possible in order to avoid 

built-in renewable energy incompatibility, progress in this area will continue to stagnate. The 

risk that environmental benefits of deploying renewable heating or energy effectivization can 

either be difficult to measure or potentially be contested by a third party stakeholder serves as 

a deterrent to these kind of improvements to industrial sustainability [73].  

 

6.2.4 Load Response  

A unique perspective is offered by focusing on the largest category of singular electrical loads 

in the energy system, essentially only present in the industrial sector. Unlike the residential 

sector for example that aggregates the behaviour of thousands of smaller distributed loads, the 

dense concentration of industrial energy consumption at one site can both act as a burden and 

but also has potential to be an asset to the local distribution grid. A single facility has a much 

greater degree of plannability and control over load response whereas it is not realistic in 

practical terms to change the behaviour of a large pool of smaller consumers. This aspect is of 

primary interest when considering the impact that a large electrical load can have on the nearby 

distribution grid and the access to energy within a local region. The distribution grid is often 

regarded as strong in the vicinity of industrial load centres [74] but no load of the magnitude 

being discussed acts in isolation. If a region already suffers from at least relatively regularly 

occurring grid congestion during transfer of power from another region, that is to say on the 
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other side of the “bottleneck” in the grid then an industrial facility with significant power needs 

can exacerbate the situation.  

 

Although the industrial load in question is assumed to be constant in this case, other energy 

consumers like the residential sector can give rise to significant peaks, most usually during 

early morning and early evening. These peaks become even more accentuated when an 

industrial load of this size is added to the region. Since the expansion of grid infrastructure at 

the transmission level can take up to a decade or more to execute, more rapidly deployable 

solutions are needed in an energy system whose behaviour is changing at an unprecedented 

pace. If load flexibility is not possible or limited in magnitude then energy storage can offer 

the artificial flexibility needed. If a large scale energy storage system can be charged during 

off-peak hours like in the middle of the day or at night, industrial facilities can continue at 

normal capacity during peak hours but at least run partially on the energy storage system. From 

the exterior perspective of the grid, the facility has reduced its energy consumption which helps 

to achieve peak-shaving in the local region. Not only does this provide a valuable system 

service to the power grid at large and help to more effectively utilise existing infrastructure, 

this type of balancing service in the form of reduced consumption can prove to be increasingly 

lucrative as the price for such services is projected to increase dramatically in the coming years 

[75]. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that other logistical factors permitting, during the 

planning phase of geographical placement of an industrial facility the proximity to existing or 

planned excess VRE capacity should be a factor in deciding the location. The placement of the 

Northvolt Ett gigafactory in the hydropower-rich SE1 electricity market region of Sweden is 

an example of industry placing itself closer to surplus renewable energy supplies when 

possible.  

 

 

6.3 Corporate Sourcing Instruments  
 

6.3.1 Guarantees of Origin 

There are a variety of renewable energy sourcing strategies available to companies, many are 

still being developed and adapted to the realities of the grid and the relevant markets. GOs have 

been the main sourcing product used for this purpose. In the EU, the tradeable energy certificate 

Guarantee of Origin (GO) was established by article 15 in the European Directive 2009/28/EC, 
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better known as the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) which has since been succeeded by 

RED II as of January 1, 2021 [76]. Each certificate covers 1 MWh of electricity and certifies 

the source of the electricity as a certain type of renewable energy and it is issued to the supplier 

and “cancelled” or claimed by the purchaser. The certificates are traded on an open voluntary 

(non-compliance) market, with the price being freely determined by market forces. There is no 

central public exchange for GOs, most transactions are executed through private arrangements, 

creating a degree of price opacity. Since the supply of GOs has been larger than demand, prices 

have remained quite low at around 0.5EUR/MWh [27]. The supply of GOs has increased by 

400% between 2010 and 2020, from 200TWh/year to 800TWh/year with the trend projects to 

continue. This reflects the increase in installed renewable capacity in the EU during the same 

period. However not all renewable energy producers are eligible to receive GOs. This can be 

due to national regulations that for example forbid producers supported by government 

subsidies from receiving them, as has been the case in France, Germany and Spain [77]. GOs 

can be issued to a supplier in one EU country and utilised by a consumer in another EU country 

via the AIB trading hub if the country is a member of EECS, although other EU countries with 

national GO schemes can also participate at their own volition. Moreover, certificates need not 

necessarily be tied to actual power delivery nor timestamped for a certain hour and can be 

purchased “unbundled” in order to claim the environmental benefit associated with it.  

 

GO certificates in their current form can now begin to seem in urgent need of reform to better 

reflect the technical reality of the European grid which has changed drastically since their 

inception in 2009. The presence of renewables in many national energy systems has begun to 

mature and now make up a significant portion of the total energy supply in several EU 

countries. The initial goal of these certificates was to create revenue streams for renewable 

energy developers that helped them become more competitive and rewarded their lack of 

emissions. They were also designed as a way for energy consumers to send market signals that 

indicate that they are willing to pay a premium for renewable electricity. After a decade of use, 

the LCOE of solar and wind have dropped 83% and 67% respectively [79] and access to VRE 

sources is much more widespread. This constitutes a very different situation from a decade ago 

and the characteristics and purpose of such tradeable certificates like GOs should be updated 

to reflect this. Corporate renewable energy sourcing must transition from symbolic or 

complimentary use of renewables to their principle use as a primary source of energy.  
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Several initiatives exist to update and improve the characteristics of GOs, mainly driven by 

collaborations between industry organisations, utilities and corporate energy consumers 

seeking to drive innovation in energy sourcing products. The current method of purchasing 

GOs cumulatively over the course of the year to equal the total net energy consumption of the 

purchaser to claim 100% renewable energy coverage is essentially symbolic. It is the position 

of this thesis that a facility that uses electricity around the clock cannot credibly claim to be 

exclusively using solar energy through certificate purchases for example from a technical 

standpoint given solar powers dependence on daylight. Therefore, organisations like Energytag 

as well as others are pioneering efforts to time stamp GOs on an hourly basis so that they can 

be purchased to specifically cover that same hour of energy consumption from the side of the 

purchaser [80]. This requires improvements in the reporting and sharing of production and 

consumption data for participating parties for accounting and verification purposes which is 

challenging both technically and with regards to regulations. If a company can only claim 

renewable energy use by purchasing GOs for hours of production simultaneous with their own 

consumption then two benefits can be had. Firstly, the credibility of their energy sourcing is 

improved and secondly, the GO market will acquire a powerful new pricing signal that can 

help reallocate resources to where they are most needed in expanding the installed capacity of 

renewable energy. As aforementioned, the current GO market price is very low due to 

oversupply and that purchasers have the ability to buy any GO indiscriminately to cover any 

hour of energy consumption over the course of a year. With time stamped hourly resolution, 

the demand for time specific GOs generated during times of low supply like during the evening 

in a jurisdiction with predominantly solar capacity will increase dramatically. These price 

signals will in turn encourage investment in installed capacity that provides more renewable 

electricity and GO certificates during said periods of low supply. One technology that could 

benefit from this is large scale energy storage that could utilise excess renewable energy and 

its bundled GOs when it is plentiful and provide it when demand is higher. Ultimately, a more 

efficient pricing mechanism would be established. Through the creation of price variations of 

GOs by giving them several characteristics and higher time resolution, supply of hourly GOs 

will in the long term follow the higher prices provided by higher demand.  

 

This effect is already being observed in Dutch wind energy GO auctions where corporate 

buyers are paying a higher price to acquire GOs from a specific local region and technology. 

This consumer choice is possible thanks to the disclosure of technology type and power plant 

location in GO data. As a result, prices of Dutch wind energy GOs are often quoted at 
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approximately more than 2-3 higher than the overall EU market value of EESC GOs [81]. The 

higher GO price is derived from a high demand for local renewables, restricted supply due to 

the Netherlands having a small land area and wind energy making up a relatively small portion 

of total GO issuances. The vast majority (65%) of GOs are issued to hydropower plants 

whereas 21% are for wind power as of 2020 [82]. The location characteristic of GOs allows 

large energy consumers to prioritise sourcing renewable energy from more local energy sources 

which can benefit the electricity  grids. By consuming energy locally and incentivising the 

build out of installed capacity in high demand areas, power transmission congestion can be 

reduced in the long term, which is of great value for all market participants by way of reducing 

system costs. The time stamp characteristic by the same consumer-choice principle could have 

the effect of helping the energy market provide specifically renewable energy to consumers 

over a greater portion of the time when it is in demand, in real time.  

 

On a final note on improvements of GO characteristics, since the objective of renewable energy 

use is to reduce related GHG-emissions, information regarding abated CO2-emissions 

connected to the energy source that a GO is associated with would also be beneficial. The so 

called “emissionality” of a GO would allow the purchaser to prioritise a GO which comes from 

a renewable energy source that displaces more polluting energy sources, contributing to the 

increased total decarbonisation potential of the purchasers energy sourcing strategy. In 

principle, this would financially reward the use of renewables in jurisdictions that have a grid 

mix with a high carbon intensity, discouraging the use of more polluting energy sources [83]. 

However the manner in which the emissionality of 1 MWh of renewable energy is calculated 

is quite complex, requires wider access to power utility data and there is some disagreement 

about which system boundaries to use for the methodology [84].  

 

The GO market itself also needs to evolve in order to better serve the needs of a wider range 

of consumers and to improve ease of access to renewable energy. First and foremost is the issue 

of standardisation and harmonising the EU GO market. Although most EU member countries 

participate in the EESC GO scheme, there are several national GO schemes that abide by 

slightly different regulations. This adds to the administrative burden and creates barriers to 

trade and differing conditions for power producers in different countries. As previously 

mentioned, some countries do not allow producers who are benefitting from government 

support to be issued GOs, creating an uneven playing field. Also, this causes a  disparity 

between actual available renewable capacity and total available GOs, giving a 
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misrepresentative impression of market capacity. If the entire GO market is harmonised and 

applies the same conditions to all producers and be placed on a public exchange then pricing 

data will also become more transparent. Pricing signals can also be better communicated to all 

participants and especially energy developers. Removing trade barriers in the form of 

regulatory incompatibility and adding total market participants also improves the liquidity of 

the market which yields lower price volatility as demand becomes more elastic. Finally, in the 

interest of improving the economic incentivisation of renewable build out, the possibility of 

making the GO market a compliance market should be examined for the long term. This would 

be mainly viable once the renewable energy supply is large enough to cater to at least a 

significant portion of compliance demand. To force large energy consumers through the threat 

of fines to have at least a certain amount of their consumption covered by renewables would 

increase the GO market price. This economically incentivises renewable capacity addition 

where it is most needed. In much the same way that the EU ETS market has done for CO2 

emissions which uses a compliance cap and trade system, the market GO price must reflect the 

internalisation of the negative externalities of not using renewables by increasing the market 

price from current levels. Moreover, without an attractive GO price that can generate 

significant revenues for renewable power producers then many of the positive improvements 

mentioned will not materialise since the incentivisation would be too weak. Currently, 

investment in renewable energy is attracted towards areas simply where the highest power price 

can be had which is not always aligned with having the greatest decarbonisation impact.  

 

 

6.3.2 Power Purchase Agreement  

In the last 10 years, power purchase agreements (PPA) have grown exponentially in popularity 

as a way for large energy consumers to directly access renewable energy from developers or 

plants owners and thus circumventing the often unaccommodating utilities. In 2013, 0.1 GW 

of renewable PPAs were signed in the EU, in contrast to 2021 where 6.1GW of PPAs were 

signed mainly for solar and wind. There has been an almost doubling of signed capacity each 

year with the trend projected to continue upwards for some time [86]. PPAs are essentially 

bilateral agreements between a power producer and an off-taker who purchases and consumes 

the power. What terms they stipulate are highly varied from case to case, making them a very 

accommodating sourcing product which can cater to many different needs and conditions, 

albeit expensive to negotiate for precisely the same reason. Their popularity amongst producers 

and purchasers alike stems both from said flexibility and the ability to secure fixed hedged 
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power prices over a number of years, sometimes upwards of 20 years. This allows developers 

to secure cheaper costs of borrowing capital to build renewable assets and it helps large energy 

consumers to secure low and stable energy prices in to the future while also securing access to 

a renewable energy source in a highly credible way. PPAs are also unique in that they allow 

corporate purchasers to have “additionality” as part of their sourcing strategy which essentially 

means that they actively contribute to creating more installed renewable capacity.  

 

The PPA market in the EU is in relative terms quite new and is still in the process of being 

shaped as different trends have appeared. One of them is that utilities have begun only in the 

past few years to offer their own renewable PPAs which can be seen as their response to the 

overwhelming demand from corporate consumers. The advantage of this over PPAs being 

signed only with powerplant owners is that vertically integrated utilities can offer a wider range 

of services thanks to their physical infrastructure. More importantly they can also offer 

renewable energy from a wider range of sources. Owning a number of solar, wind or 

hydropower in different locations diversifies the risk of insufficient capacity and boosts 

availability thanks to the effects of aggregation. As has been shown by the technical feasibility 

section of this thesis, there are also complimentary properties provided by the diversity of 

technologies. Furthermore, vertical integration allows for more technically advanced services 

to be offered under a PPA with regards to increasing energy sourcing credibility, namely the 

other emerging trend within the PPA sector; 27/7 carbon free energy (CFE) matching. This 

practice entails matching the energy consumption of a large energy consumer with dedicated 

carbon free energy sources at every hour of the day which is an approach that this thesis has 

advocated for on a technical basis. In order for it to be achieved there is an inherent need for 

both production and consumption data from both parties to be shared on a common platform 

and be processed.  

 

Utilities are therefore well placed to provide exactly this kind of service through their 

ownership of the distribution grid and settlement metering operations. Examples of this are 

already being seen with wind power from utilities like Vattenfall AB in Sweden being provided 

directly to server farms owned by Microsoft. These two companies have collaborated to launch 

a 24/7 matching platform for server farm energy consumption and wind farm output [87]. Pilot 

projects are of great importance for the advancement of innovation within renewable energy 

sourcing. Showcasing the viability and the results of such projects can have a positive knock-

on effect across the industry, encouraging others to copy such an approach. In this context it 
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could be argued that encouragement of system-wide adoption is as important as the success of 

the “proof-of-concept”. The core purpose of an accounting and reporting system of this kind is 

to communicate energy statistics to all stakeholders in an essentially universally acknowledged 

manner. Without this coordination with other system actors, the usefulness of such energy 

statistics becomes limited outside of internal use within the company that generates them. The 

role of active participation from large energy consumers in shaping the market for renewables 

is highlighted by this example.  

 

The companies that have been most proactive in decarbonising their energy use as well as being 

amongst the earliest to do so have been from the IT sector in the US. Companies like Apple, 

Google, Microsoft and Amazon have together signed over 5.9GW worth of green PPAs in 

Europe as of 2021 [88], all with internal goals to use 100% renewable energy by 2025 at the 

latest. The energy needs for IT infrastructure, especially server farms is set to increase three-

fold up until 2030 [89]. Facebook alone quadrupled its energy consumption between 2015-

2019 [90]. In order to adhere to internal goals, this increased consumption must be met by 

renewables which requires an expansion of supply.  

The combination of growing energy needs and environmental targets can be seen as the main 

driving force behind the exceptionally high rate of renewable energy asset acquisitions that the 

IT sector has exhibited. The use of PPAs is an effective renewable energy sourcing method but 

it is also a powerful facilitator of increasing the available supply.  

 

In some cases large energy consumers can go a step further than participating in a PPA and co-

own the energy source themselves. Such was the case of Facebook becoming the sole equity 

investor in the 380 MW Prospero solar farm located in Texas, USA, constructed in 2020 [91]. 

This is yet another illustration of how the roles within the energy system are rapidly and 

fundamentally changing, with the emergence of “prosumers”. It is difficult to predict what 

effects these new dynamics will have but it is likely that as the line between producers, 

distributors and consumers becomes more blurred, a much more fluid energy market structure 

will develop from what historically has been quite rigid. Given that renewable energy sources 

are by nature more distributed geographically, it would seem appropriate that their resulting 

ownership structures and the way they are used would also become more distributed amongst 

different actors. One challenge that may arise is how network operators will be forced to adapt 

the way that they coordinate with an increasing number of parties on a regulatory and practical 

level.  
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The domination of the renewable PPA market by the IT sector can be indicative of what has 

been required in the first place in order to establish this market from a point of virtual non-

existence within a decade. The sheer size of companies like Apple or Amazon which have a 

market capitalisation in the 1-3 trillion dollar range [92] gives them considerable market 

influence. This allows them to pressure established energy providers in to providing the 

services and products that they request, in this case ones that haven’t previously existed. The 

way corporate pressure is being used is through efforts to deregulate energy markets, allowing 

the privatisation of energy sourcing through PPAs. In some countries where companies like 

Google operate such as in Indonesia, PPAs are not yet possible since the sale of electricity to 

end users must by law go through state-owned utilities [94]. This is generally not as large of 

an obstacle within the EU which has a relatively deregulated energy market. Nevertheless, 

companies of this size that offer employment opportunities and foreign direct investment have 

the ability to incentivise governments to accommodate their energy sourcing requirements. 

Overall however, the goal of increasing access to renewable energy lies in the interests of 

countries and companies alike. Thus, once initial hurdles have been overcome in establishing 

a PPA market and a regulatory infrastructure, it allows for others to follow, such as heavy 

industry but even smaller actors too.  

 

Examining companies from the IT sector also offers valuable insights in to which factors are 

important for a company to be able to achieve a successful PPA-centric renewable energy 

sourcing strategy, from an internal perspective. Apart from highly ambitious internal 

environmental goals, it is the proactivity and collaboration shown by these large energy 

consumers that has been central to their ultimate success so far in this area. It is quite clear that 

the sharing of experience and technical solutions amongst large energy consumers, utilities and 

power producers can contribute to establishing a new universal way to transparently account 

for renewable energy use, for the benefit of themselves and eventually other system 

participants. No single large energy consumer can achieve technically legitimate 100% 

renewable energy sourcing in isolation from the rest of the energy system. By pioneering such 

voluntary renewable energy accounting methods like 24/7 matching and hopefully establishing 

them as common industry practice, innovators can contribute to an improved verifiability for 

all renewable energy usage claims, not just their own. Furthermore, the technological 

competence possessed by IT companies has them uniquely well placed to develop in-house the 

IT platforms involved in the independent data reporting required to make this technically 
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possible, on an hourly basis. Finally, the world’s most highly valued companies like Apple, 

Google and Amazon have been able to achieve arguably some of the most advanced corporate 

renewable energy sourcing targets thanks largely to the fact that they have the financial 

resources to do so. Privately acquiring dedicated VRE capacity and negotiating PPAs requires 

a great deal of dedicated resources in terms of personnel and capital. Many companies cannot 

afford or justify this cost given the fact that renewable energy sourcing is not yet obligatory for 

private companies and less ambitious strategies like GO acquisition alone may be elected 

instead.  

 

Corporate renewable energy sourcing is going through a transformational period as the 

methods used are being developed and the energy system that is being navigated is 

experiencing a seismic shift in the way it operates and what it can offer large energy consumers. 

There is still some way to go for sourcing products like GO certificates and PPAs to be 

improved so that they better align actual renewable energy use with the claims made by their 

beneficiaries. However promising progress is evidently being made by industry and feasible 

solutions do exist as has been laid out in this section. The move from symbolic to principal use 

of renewables will be a defining metric of success for an energy sourcing strategy regardless 

of what specific form this takes. Each company has its own set of goals as well as different 

limitations that it must overcome so there are different paths that can be taken to achieve a 

successful strategy that needs to be tailored accordingly. Ultimately though, securing exclusive 

access to renewables is only half the battle since the overarching goal of decarbonising energy 

use is the reduction of emissions. If renewables can be utilised in such a manner that they 

increasingly displace fossil-based energy sources from the energy system then large energy 

consumers will be truly contributing to achieving the emission targets set forth by the Paris 

climate accords. For this to be realised, a wholistic and collaborative approach with all key 

energy system participants is a necessity.  

 

 

6.4 Energy Storage  
The viability and dimensioning of energy storage systems (ESS) has been analysed through 

simulation earlier in this report and peripherally discussed in relation to the other aspect of 

energy sourcing. In this final section it is going to be the central focus of discussion in order to 

better understand its potential and its role in progressing towards providing 100% renewable 
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energy for industrial customers. Large scale energy storage on the MWh level is currently most 

commonly being discussed in the context of exclusively providing grid services as a standalone 

entity. Although there is some overlap with that purpose here too, the use case to be discussed 

is that of an industrial energy consumer having dedicated access to an ESS either through on-

site installation or close proximity. There are two main purposes for ESS that make it worth a 

dedicated discussion. Firstly, it will be explored how ESS can reinforce and enable an 

ambitious green energy sourcing strategy from a technical standpoint. Secondly, an ESS allows 

a large industrial energy consumer with a constant load to become participatory in the ever 

more dynamic energy system. Furthermore, the type of ESS system that would be suitable for 

the simulated facility in this report will be recommended after a technical comparison of 

technologies. Finally, different paths to economic feasibility will be covered.  

 

6.4.1 Technical Discussion 

As will become clear during this discussion, there are many reasons to couple a facility with 

an ESS and equally many ways to operate it. In regards to achieving 100% renewable energy 

sourcing through 24/7 matching, simulation suggests that ESS can be a viable option for 

bridging the gap between reaching ≈ 75% time-based VRE coverage and ≈ 95%+ for a constant 

load facility. This increase is achieved through the utilisation of hourly VRE surpluses that are 

reallocated to hours of insufficient availability where VRE deficits occur. The degree to which 

the energy output of contracted VRE assets are directly utilised is also maximised in this case 

if an off-take agreement is in place to purchase the entire energy output. This implies a 

potentially improved energy cost stability with reduced reliance on the energy spot market. 

Additionally, the use of an ESS can not only allow an industrial facility to cover more of its 

own consumption with renewable energy production in real time but it also contributes to wider 

energy system decarbonisation. When solar or wind availability is reduced with a steep ramp 

rate, ESS can be relied upon to utilise the surplus VRE produced earlier in the day to at least 

partially meet the energy demand of the facility. Typically during this ramp down of VRE 

output across the grid, high emission “peaker plants” can often be used to balance the grid. 

Reducing the energy demand of the facility from the grid perspective during these high carbon 

intensity hours on the grid leads to abated CO2 emissions. This is an important component in a 

renewable energy sourcing strategy that maximises the ultimate goal of emission reduction 

potential. 750MW/3000MWh Li-ion ESS is already being harnessed in this way by grid 

operators in California to reduce the use of high emission balancing plants, necessitated by the 

large solar power plant presence in the state, which all simultaneously go offline at sunset [95].  
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Facility-connected ESS can also provide ancillary services that contribute to enabling higher 

VRE penetration in the wider energy system which all actors benefit from. With a system wide 

electrification across sectors and larger renewable energy presence, the occurrence of more 

common and dramatic fluctuations in power transfer is expected. Therefore there will be a need 

for technologies that provide fluctuation damping services which relieve the severity of grid 

congestion. In Sweden, 4.5GW (12.5% of total installed capacity) of demand flexibility will be 

required by 2045, half of which is to be provided by industry [96].  

Early pilot attempts have been made to create a marketplace for offering load flexibility but 

the results have been disappointing as few industrial energy consumers have the ability provide 

a meaningful amount of load flexibility [97]. This highlights the potential for “artificial load 

flexibility”, that is to say that when an industrial facility and an ESS are viewed as one black 

box from the perspective of the grid, the load can flexibly reduce its grid consumption by 

partially drawing power from the ESS. This feature can be utilised to absorb peaks that may 

occur in the facility from batch processes (peak shaving), or reduce the facilities grid 

consumption during peak hours of overall demand to reduce grid congestion. Creating a kind 

of an energy inventory allows industrials energy consumers to participate in the energy system 

rather than being idle recipients of energy services. In order to ultimately reach 100% 

renewable energy sourcing on an individual level, the energy system must also become entirely 

powered by renewable energy. Any steps, such as ESS installation, that contribute towards the 

acceleration of this system wide transition should be considered a long term goal of an 

ambitious corporate energy sourcing strategy since it serves both the interests of the company 

and society at large.  

 

6.4.2 Choice of Storage Technology for Simulated Industrial Facility 

There are a wide range of energy storage technologies available, each with their own unique 

set of advantages and disadvantages. Thus, the specific use case of the simulated industrial 

facility outlined in this report will be used to determine a suitable storage solution. Although 

the use of energy storage provides indirect utility on a system wide basis as aforementioned, 

the immediate uses of ESS are as follows. Firstly, for the purpose of aligning VRE production 

more closely with load consumption in real time, an ESS needs to fulfil a “capacity firming” 

role. This entails charging the ESS during periods of VRE surplus and discharging during 

deficit periods in order to increase the overall power availability. Depending on the situation, 

for the most part this involves long charges and discharges with vast quantities of energy in the 

order of magnitude of tens of megawatt hours over a possibly multi hour period.  
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Secondly, there is the use case of providing ancillary system services to both the industrial 

facility and the connected power grid. An opportunity is created to actively participate in 

stabilising and optimising a grid that is increasingly dominated by renewables. There are 

various system services that ESS provide that include but are not limited to frequency 

regulation, end user peak shaving and transmission support [98]. This generally requires an 

ESS that has high round trip efficiency and rapid response times in the millisecond range. ESS 

has the ability to participate in multiple service markets and can be directed to the most 

profitable decision by reacting to market price signals in a practice known as “value stacking”. 

This aspect is perhaps most important for the economic viability of an ESS and is crucial for it 

to become a reality. The upfront capital investment costs for the class of ESS recommended 

for the simulated 150MW facility in this report are in the range of 100 million USD [99], which 

requires a significant revenue stream in order to finance its construction and operation. Given 

the projected rising total cost of system services for grids dominated by VRE, investments in 

ESS are forecasted to be particularly profitable, assuming the right incentives are put in place 

by power regulators. As the progression continues towards energy costs being increasingly 

made up of system costs rather than marginal costs for the energy itself, a new approach of 

“power as a service” may come to greater prominence, where ESS plays an ever more important 

role.  

 

The dual purpose of the ESS proposed by this report for this specific use case suggests that a 

hybrid solution using two different technologies in compliment to each other would be the most 

successful approach. In the primary case of capacity firming, a long duration energy storage 

(LDES) technology would be recommended. It is outside of the scope of this report to delve in 

to a full comparison or an exact recommendation of any one technology. Nevertheless, LDES 

technologies can be broadly characterised by negligible cycling deterioration which allows for 

a 20+ year service life, an ability to provide power for 1-12 hours and up to 90% lower LCOS 

than Li-ion 2020 base line [100]. The aspect that makes LDES technology most suitable for 

storage of greater quantities of energy is the ability to decouple the power output module from 

the storage capacity module, meaning that for example doubling the storage capacity could 

give rise to potentially only a 50% cost increase. This is in contrast to the currently dominant 

Li-ion batteries where a 100% increase in capacity entails a 100% increase in cost as power 

output is simply a matter of series or parallel connecting the batteries through a BMS. The 

economic component is so vital because the LCOS of capacity firming must be lower than the 
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cost of simply curtailing surplus VRE in order to the viable. The significantly lower LCOS of 

LDES in contrast to Li-ion (thanks largely to the use of more abundant raw materials) comes 

at the expense of generally lower round trip efficiency. This is not of too much concern as long 

as the cost differential is greater than the efficiency differential.   

 

Currently Li-ion ESS facilities are the main technology being used to provide storage related 

system services (outside of traditional pumped hydro). This has given Li-ion an encouraging 

commercial track record so far of performing well and proving to be often quite profitable 

[101]. The technology has a high round trip efficiency, rapid response time and it is readily 

available at commercial scale, making it suitable for various energy grid system services. The 

concept of the hybrid battery therefore creates the possibility for an ESS to more effectively 

for perform its multipurpose tasks, as one technology can perform longer uninterrupted charges 

and discharges whereas the other the can do so more rapidly and sporadically if need be. 

Hybridisation of storage technologies is already being trialled in places like the UK [102].  
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7. Conclusion 
 

Ultimately, a renewable energy sourcing strategy can be divided in to what an industrial energy 

consumer can do externally and what can be done internally. The acquisition of renewable 

capacity and corporate sourcing instruments can be classified as the former and load 

optimisation and energy storage the latter. This fact is in turn symbolic of the core principle 

that is being advocated for by this thesis that should be applied to renewable energy sourcing, 

that of collaboration. Any system is the sum of its parts and is limited by its weakest component 

which is why all four aspects have been given equal focus in evaluating how they can be 

optimised on their own and in relation to each other. The collaborative principle applies to both 

the renewable capacity acquisition phase as well as the continuous operation of these energy 

sources.  

 

The encouraging performance of the simulated variable renewable energy portfolio revealed 

that it is technically feasible to meet the demands of a large constant industrial electrical load. 

However this is based on the assumption of sufficient access to enough installed capacity and 

optimal wind and solar resources. The goal of portfolio optimisation was to create power output 

behaviour similar to a reliable baseload with minimised volatility. The positive effect of the 

diversity of complimentary energy sources and energy storage was clear in that it stabilised 

output over the annual and interannual period, better matching real time demand from the load. 

On the other hand, data time resolution was limited to hourly which means that energy delivery 

during the hour could not be more closely examined. Further investigating with real power 

output data from a similar capacity portfolio with higher time resolution could shed more light 

on how for example fast response energy storage could provide capacity firming on a minute 

basis. Nevertheless, the data provided by the simulation was sufficient to demonstrate the most 

important principles of aggregation and source diversity to deliver more constant output over 

the course of an estimated 20 year service life. Conversely, feasibly and consistently reaching 

all the way to 100% renewable energy coverage of the load on an hourly basis in an energy 

system with a varied energy mix from technical standpoint may be too complex to be 

determined by one report. Suggested further investigation would be observation of the output 

of variable energy sources in a real renewable dominated energy system to determine how large 

of a capacity pool would be required to achieve this goal.  
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The main purpose of examining renewable energy compatibility of the load and the possibility 

of utilising a facility-connected ESS was to highlight the importance of energy system 

participation in the process of decarbonising industrial energy use. By providing energy system 

services through flexibility and actively coordinating demand with supply with the help of more 

advanced monitoring and reporting, industrial energy consumers can internally support the 

increased use of VRE as a primary energy source. Additionally, energy effectivization and 

avoidance of energy consumption during high emission periods on the overall grid contribute 

to the ultimate goal of reducing energy related emissions and should be included in the overall 

energy sourcing strategy. After all, the MWh with the lowest emissions is the MWh that is 

never consumed.  

 

Finally, corporate sourcing instruments and the way that they can be improved to better reflect 

the technical reality has been explored in this thesis. It could be determined that higher time 

resolution of GO certificates has the potential to more accurately target emission reduction of 

energy use. Using simultaneous energy data for consumption and production through more 

transparent data sharing can give a more transparent and verifiable reporting of renewable 

energy use. This practice is being pioneered voluntarily by certain companies in the private 

sector and it is the recommendation of this thesis that it becomes standardised and available to 

all large energy consumers. It has become evident throughout the investigation carried out by 

this thesis that there are a lot of improvements that can be made to renewable energy sourcing 

practices, many of which have been outlined here. If successfully executed, then there is a great 

deal of potential to reduce the energy related emissions that the industrial sector is responsible 

for, accounting for approximately 24% of emissions globally [103]. 
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